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Abstract

Optical trapping and single molecule measurement technologies for the investigation of

biomolecular forces and motion

by

Jamianne C. Wilcox

Intracellular transport along microtubules is a process critical to cell health, and

one whose breakdown is associated with neurodegenerative disorders. In this thesis, we

describe new technologies that will enable and improve investigations of multiple types

of intracellular transport on microtubules.

Although the single molecule properties of many motor proteins have been well char-

acterized, their behavior when transporting biological cargoes as a group of motors is still

not well understood due to measurement challenges, as well as a lack of a model system

for systematically studying collective motor behavior in vitro. In this work, we discuss

the construction of an optical trapping setup capable of applying and measuring forces

with 2 pN accuracy. We report our design of a biomimetic droplet system that repro-

duces the relevant surface properties of biological cargoes while allowing the droplets to

be used as optical trapping probes. We also present a new optical trapping calibration

technique that allows experimenters to utilize the nonlinear range of the trapping force

profile, and thereby measure the high forces developed by groups of motor proteins.

Finally, we investigate the distributions of diffusion coefficients found for Microtubule

Associated Proteins diffusing on microtubules through Monte Carlo simulations, and

examine the subtleties of interpreting and reporting single molecule diffusion data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Molecular Motor Transport in Cells

Cells are busy, crowded places[1], with cargoes of filaments, organelles, vesicles, and

more, being shuttled back and forth constantly. A critical segment of this transport is

completed using a class of molecules called motor proteins, which have the ability to

apply force and create motion. These proteins attach to cargo surfaces either directly

or through trans-membrane proteins[2] [3] [4], and take discrete steps along cytoskeletal

filaments to produce directed motion through the cell.

The breakdown of intracellular transport in neurons has been implicated in several

neurodegenerative disorders, including Alzheimer’s disease[5] [6] [7]]. A better under-

standing of the processes involved in transport would facilitate the development of diag-

nostic and treatment tools for these disorders[8] [9].
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Introduction Chapter 1

1.1.2 Kinesins

Kinesins are a family of motor proteins that step processively along microtubules,

pulling cargo from one end of the cell to another. They are the truckers of the cellular

world, and can transport many different types of cargo, including vesicles, organelles, and

in particular, neurotransmitters and neruofilaments in neurons[7]. In a typical neuron,

microtubules radiate out from the cell nucleus and continue along the axon, forming a

highway along which cargoes can be carried[10]. Because neurons are so long, an efficient

mechanism for directed transport is critical to reliably move cargoes all the way along

the axon to the axon terminal.

Thanks to modern single molecule techniques, much is known about the properties

of single kinesins[11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18]. Kinesin (specifically Kinesin-1, or

conventional kinesin [19]) was first identified by Vale et al. in 1985[20]. Aptly named

after the Greek word kinein (to move), kinesin has two motor domains which bind to and

take discrete, 8-nm steps along microtubules[21] in a hand-over-hand motion[12], and is

notable for its high processivity, taking on the order of 100 steps before unbinding from its

microtubule track[22] [21]. Each motor domain has a binding site for ATP, which when

bound produces a conformational change that results in a step[22]. Kinesins can bind to

various cargoes including neurofilaments, vesicles, organelles, and RNA granules, either

directly or using adaptor proteins[7]. When not bound to a cargo, kinesin folds over onto

itself and an inhibitory interaction between the tail domain and motor domains prevents

ATP from binding, immobilizing the motor[23] [24]. This folding enhances the energy

efficiency of kinesin transport by preventing useless stepping. A single Kinesin-1 motor

can apply a maximum force of about 6 pN [25], and travels at a speed of about 800 nm/s

under negligible loads and ATP saturation[14]. Although many different motor proteins

are involved in intracellular transport, we have focused our investigations on Kinesin-1

2



Introduction Chapter 1

Figure 1.1: Campàs et al. 2008[26]. Lateral view: multiple kinesins pulling membrane
tubes do not share the force of pulling equally; only the leading motors transmit
a force to the tube while motors further back only cause the lipids that they are
attached to slide within the 2D membrane. Top view: Campàs et al. determined
that about nine motors on three protofilaments could share the force of pulling the
tube. Front view: the length and flexibility of the motors, as well as the curvature
of the microtubule, determine the number of protofilaments from which kinesins can
pull. Reprinted from Biophysical Journal, Vol. 94 Issue 12, Otger Campàs, Cécile
Leduc, Patricia Bassereau, Jean-François Joanny, and Jacques Prost, Coordination
of Kinesin Motors Pulling on Fluid Membranes, 5009-5017, Copyright 2008, with
permission from Elsevier.

because of its prevalence in the literature and its usefulness as a model system.

1.1.3 Collective Motor Transport

Although much is known about single motor properties, the details of how multiple

motors work together to move cargo efficiently remain unclear. A better understanding

of how motors work in groups will be key to piecing together a full picture of intracellular

transport.

It has long been speculated that multiple motors engage in the transport of lipid car-

goes in vitro, and evidence for this is slowly accumulating. In motor-assisted membrane

tube formation, multiple motors are necessary to supply the ∼30 pN tube extraction force
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[26] [27]. Sims and Xie measured kinesin forces on endogenous lipid droplets in human

lung cancer cells, and found that these forces exceeded the single kinesin maximum force

of 6 pN[28]. Increased motor number is known to increase cargo processivity in vitro [29]

[30]. Shubeita et al. found that multiple motors engaged on lipid droplets in drosophila

embryos, but did not see enhancement of either travel distances nor velocities due to

higher motor number[31]; they provide a possible explanation for this discrepancy from

in vitro studies by proposing the existence of a switch mechanism that could actively

terminate the motor run in vivo[32]. In vivo obstacles or drag forces could also play a

role in these differences.

A great majority of in vitro collective kinesin studies have been performed using

cargoes such as silica or polystyrene beads[33] [11] [15] [12]. We call these cargoes “solid-

surface” cargoes, or “solid cargoes” for short, for the simple reason that their surfaces

are a single solid, continuous structure. In contrast, many biological cargoes, such as

organelles and vesicles, are encased in a lipid membrane. We refer to these cargoes as

“fluid-surface cargoes” (or “fluid cargoes”) because the lipids comprise a two-dimensional

fluid on the surface of the cargo.

The surface properties of fluid-surface cargoes differ from those of solid-surface cargoes

in an important way. Solid cargoes form a single rigid body and can support in-plane

shear—each additional kinesin that attaches to the cargo can transmit a force to the

cargo as a whole, and can share the load of moving the cargo. In contrast, the lipids

in the membranes of fluid cargoes are not rigidly attached to each other, but instead

can diffuse freely within the plane of the membrane[34]. It takes very little energy to

slide a lipid past its neighbors, but it does require great energy to pull a lipid out of the

membrane[35]; for this reason, the membrane can resist out-of-plane forces, but has very

little resistance to in-plane shear. As the left panel of Figure 1.1 shows, only the kinesins

at the leading edge of the cargo can apply a force perpendicular to the lipid membrane

4
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and transmit their force to the cargo body. Kinesins pulling on lipids further behind

will simply slide those lipids along within the membrane, and will not contribute to the

overall force on the cargo. We predict that this puts an upper limit on the number of

kinesins that can share the force of pulling a fluid cargo.

A few studies have been made regarding the behavior of fluid cargoes. In 2006,

Campàs et al. theoretically described collective transport of motors pulling fluid cargoes

with interactions between motors and unequal force sharing[36]. They calculated and

simulated force-velocity curves for the motors and found that they varied significantly

from the curves found in the theoretical description of motors pulling solid cargoes de-

scribed by Klumpp et al. in 2005[37]. Campàs et al. performed another study in 2008

investigating the mechanics of membrane tube formation by kinesins through experiments

and simulations[26]. They deduced that up to nine motors spread over three microtubule

“lanes” (protofilaments) could share the force of pulling the tube (Figure 1.1.)

In addition to cargo studies, other aspects of collective kinesin transport have been

investigated. Some observations have been made on how motors behave at the inter-

sections of two filament tracks; Vershinin et al. found the intriguing result that adding

a small amount of the microtubule-associated protein (MAP) tau significantly increased

the frequency of kinesin switching tracks at microtuble-microtubule intersections without

noticeable microtubule deformations, implying that tau prevents kinesins from engaging

in a “tug of war” at intersections[29]. Ross et al. discovered that multiple kinesins pulling

on cargoes tend to switch tracks more frequently than single motors[38].

1.1.4 Diffusive Transport on Microtubules

Further discoveries have been made about the nature of MAPs themselves: most

notably that some proteins (including tau), which were once thought to be stationary

5
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road blocks on microtubules, have recently been shown to diffuse along microtubules[39].

In 2014, McVicker et al. reported that tau proteins appear as both stationary and

diffusing populations on taxol- and GMPCPP-stabilized microtubules, and can transition

from one state to the other, although the proportion of states depended strongly on both

the microtubule structure tau isoform. Lopez et al. investigated the dynamics of EB1

molecules diffusing on microtubules in 2015[40]. Diffusion of molecules on microtubules

introduces a new possible mode of intracellular transport, as well as complicates the

picture of MAPs as road blocks for molecular motor transport.

1.2 Technological Advancements are Needed for

Transport Studies

Although collective motor behavior and molecular diffusion on microtubules offer

exciting new perspectives on intracellular transport, experimental investigations remain

challenging. In Sections 1.2.1, 1.2.2, and 1.2.3, we outline three major technologies

used to study molecular motors and MAPs, and we discuss their advantages as well as

limitations for investigating motor protein and MAP behaviors.

1.2.1 Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy

Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy is a technique in which

fluorescence excitation is confined to a thin region near the glass-water interface in order

to illuminate only a localized region of a sample. To achieve this, a laser is aimed

at a glancing angle, above the critical angle for total internal reflection, onto a glass

coverslip such that the laser light totally internally reflects within the thin glass layer.

This generates an evanescent field constrained close to the surface of the glass, which

6
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will excite any labeled particles on or in the near vicinity of the surface[41]. The primary

advantage of the confined field is that the evanescent field decays exponentially from

the surface so any particles suspended or diffusing above the glass surface will not be

excited, and thus will remain dark. This minimizes the background fluorescence signal

and reduces the likelihood of photobleaching molecules that are not actively engaged at

the glass surface (see Section 3.5 for descriptions of sample chambers used in typical

experiments). For a typical TIRF experiment, the penetration depth, which is defined

as the decay length of the exponentially decaying light field intensity, is in the range of

50-100 nm. Thus, TIRF is especially advantageous for studying microtubules (and other

surface-immobilized filaments) and their associated proteins because the microtubules’

size places them and any attached proteins within the evanescent excitation field when

they are adhered to the glass surface.

Electron-Multiplying Charge-Coupled Device (EMCCD) cameras are typically used

in single-molecule studies for their superior ability to detect single photon events[42].

Though frame rates of 500 frames per second (fps) are possible with severely cropped

fields of view[43], frame rates on the order of 20 to 50 fps are more typical. This poses a

challenge for observing the most minute motions of molecules diffusing on microtubules.

Photobleaching and blinking of fluorophores add uncertainty to longer measurements of

molecule trajectories. The high technological performance requirements of these exper-

iments limits the amount of data that can be obtained, making interpretation of the

results difficult.

1.2.2 Optical Trapping

Optical traps, or optical tweezers, are a tool which act as a tractor beam for small par-

ticles, allowing them to be grabbed, held, and moved in three dimensions. They have been

7
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used for a variety of applications, including measuring forces, positions, and velocities[25]

[14], applying constant forces or displacements[14] [44], stretching molecules[45], or sim-

ply manipulating particles in space[46].

An optical trap is formed by tightly focusing a high-powered laser beam, typically

with a high numerical aperture objective lens, to produce a large intensity gradient[47].

If a particle has a higher index of refraction than the surrounding media, and if the

particle’s size is close to the wavelength of the laser light, then the momentum transfer

by photons to the particle will result in a restoring force toward the laser focal point.

This phenomenon was first demonstrated by Arthur Ashkin in 1986[48]. Optical tweezers

are ideally suited for small molecule experiments because of their superior spatial and

temporal resolution, and the ability to couple the force manipulation optics with high-

resolution microscopy.

Despite their flexibility, optical traps are just starting to be applied to studies of

collective kinesin transport, due to technological limitations. Optical traps are frequently

claimed to be able to apply up to 100 pN of force easily [47] [49] [50] [51], but this

benchmark is not so straightforward to achieve in practice. In section 1.2.3 we describe

situations in which optical trapping forces on the order of 100 pN are necessary for the

investigation of collective kinesin behavior, and in Section 4.2 we describe a new method

for calibrating the nonlinear force range of an optical trap in order to measure these high

forces.

1.2.3 Use of Optically Trapped Particles for Molecular Motor

Research

A ubiquitous way of studying the properties of molecular motors involves using an

optical trap on a micron-sized particle, such as a glass or polystyrene bead, that has

8
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been coated with motors (see Figure 1.2). The bead is trapped and moved close to a

sample chamber surface that has been lined with microtubules, so that motors attach

and start stepping. In a common scheme, the optical trap, which behaves as a spring,

is held at a fixed position, and the restoring force applied to the bead increases the

farther the motors pull their bead cargo from the trap center. The motors continue to

step until their pulling force balances the spring force, causing the particle to stop or

stall when equilibrium is reached (this force is known as the motors’ stall force). The

trap is calibrated beforehand, so that the forces corresponding to each displacement are

known, and the particle’s displacement is measured with an additional laser beam (see

sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 for an overview of how these measurements and calibrations are

accomplished.)

Despite the interest in understanding collective motor behavior on biological cargoes,

no model system has been produced for the systematic study of collective motor behavior

in vitro. Polystyrene and glass beads do not capture the relevant surface properties of

many biological cargoes, including lipid vesicles and organelles, which are encased in a

lipid bilayer membrane. As we described in Section 1.1.3, these fluid cargo surfaces are

distinctly different from the surfaces of solid beads.

By using optical trapping methods to measure the forces and velocities of the kinesin

system with both solid and fluid cargoes, the two cargo types could be compared to

confirm whether the mechanics are indeed different, and how they deviate. We predict

that the two cargoes would approximately display the force behavior shown in Figure

1.3, in which solid cargoes can support much higher forces than fluid cargoes because of

the kinesins’ ability to transmit forces to the entire solid body from any position along

the microtubule. The stall forces of the kinesins can be found by measuring how far the

kinesins can pull each cargo type out of the trap.

In order to make such a comparison possible, an appropriate model system for fluid

9
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Figure 1.2: In vitro experiment to measure the forces produced by multiple kinesins.
Microtubules are applied to the surface of a sample chamber and kinesin-coated car-
goes are added to the chamber. The cargo is trapped and brought close to the mi-
crotubules, so that the kinesins may attach and begin to step. The displacement of
the trapped cargo from the center of the calibrated optical tweezers reveals the force
applied to the cargo by the kinesins.

cargoes would need to be created. In addition, the cumulative forces that can be devel-

oped by groups of kinesins pose a significant challenge to typical optical trapping force

capabilities. Higher forces than are typically applied using optical traps would be needed

to detect the force differential between the predicted ∼30 pN force of kinesins on a fluid

cargo and the >60 pN force on a rigid cargo. Developing solutions to these two problems

will be a major focus of this thesis.

10
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Figure 1.3: Hypothesized stall forces for groups of kinesins on solid and fluid cargoes:
For a solid cargo, each added kinesin can pull on the cargo with a force of up to 6
pN. For fluid cargoes, only the leading motors can transmit a force to the cargo body.
Campàs et al. determined that about 9 motors can share the force of pulling on a
fluid cargo (but they do not share the force equally.) This plot is an approximate
prediction of the difference between solid and fluid cargoes that we expect to measure
in our experiments.

1.3 Thesis Overview

In Chapter 2, I will discuss our optical trapping and TIRF microscopy setup, and

the technological changes and additions we made to expand its experimental capabili-

ties. In Chapter 3, I describe biomimetic cargoes that we designed as a model system

for the future study of collective motor transport. Chapter 4 describes a new method

that we developed for calibrating the nonlinear range of an optical trap that requires

fewer assumptions and technological requirements than any previous nonlinear calibra-

tion method, and also discusses an expansion of that method that allows it to be applied

more easily to in vivo studies of motor proteins. In Chapter 5 I outline our findings

11
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for improving the interpretation of single molecule diffusion studies on microtubules. I

conclude with Chapter 6 in which I discuss future directions for this work.

12



Chapter 2

Optical Trapping and Microscopy

Technology Development

2.1 Introduction

There were many obstacles to overcome in order to develop the technology necessary

to perform these experiments. We added hardware, performed calibrations, and wrote

software. This chapter describes our optical trapping and microscopy setups, the tech-

niques we used in measurements and calibrations, and the most critical technology and

techniques that we developed to allow for future explorations of collective motor protein

behavior.

2.2 Optical Trap Design

2.2.1 Overview

Our optical trapping setup includes numerous optical, mechanical, and electronic com-

ponents that together form a unified measurement system. We can manipulate particles

13
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with nm precision, measure particle motion with nm accuracy, and apply and measure

forces with 2 pN accuracy using our optical trapping and detection lasers. Our two piezo

stages allow us to control the motion of our sample chamber with two levels of speed and

precision. Our high-resolution, high-precision stage has a maximum speed of 350 nm/s

with nm precision over a travel range of 100 nm in the horizontal x and y planes and

20 nm along the vertical axis (z-direction, along the optical axis of the microscope.) A

second, long travel distance substage move at higher speeds, up to 100 mm/s with 300

nm precision over a total travel range of 20 mm. For imaging of samples, we are able

to perform both brightfield and Total Internal Reflection microscopy measurements, and

we have two laser colors for fluorescence excitation. A majority of our components are

controllable through custom LabVIEW GUIs. Figure 2.1 shows the optical equipment of

our setup.

2.3 Microscopy Design

2.3.1 Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy

We included a blue (488 nm) and a green (532 nm) laser in our microscopy setup

for the application of Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. Each

laser has its own telescoping lens pair for adjusting the beam widths. The beams are

focused at the back focal plane of our Nikon high numerical aperture objective lens, and

they strike the lens at an off-center position. This allows a collimated beam to enter the

sample chamber at an angle above the critical angle for total internal reflection.

Photons released by fluorophores excited by TIRF exit the sample through the ob-

jective lens, and are directed onto an Electron-Multiplying Charge-Coupled Device (EM-

CCD) camera. A holographic notch filter and a 745 nm edge filter from Semrock are
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used to block trapping laser and detection laser light from entering the cameras. This is

critical for protecting the sensitive cameras from the high intensity light of the lasers.

In order to view both microtubules and fluorescent cargoes in the same fluorescence

image, we had to hand tune the emission level of the cargoes. Commercial fluorescent

particles are too bright and wash out the microtubules, so we instead used biotinylated

particles which we mixed with an admixture of fluorescent and unlabeled streptavidin.

We found that a 1:1000 ratio of fluorescent to unlabeled streptavidin produced an ap-

propriate level of fluorescence to be able to view both microtubules and particles in the

same image.

2.3.2 Brightfield Microscopy

We used a mercury arc lamp to provide the illumination source for brightfield imaging.

The lamp light enters the sample from the condenser lens, and exits through the objective,

and is then directed onto a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) from Point Grey Research.

An electronically controlled flipper mirror switches the optics pathway between the CCD

and EMCCD cameras.

2.3.3 Trapping Laser Pathway

Our single-beam gradient optical trap is formed using a 1064 nm, 5 W maximum

power Nd:YAG laser from Spectra-Physics. An adjustable half wave plate and beam

splitting cube allow a portion of the laser to be diverted into a beam dump, which facili-

tates alignment and low-power experiments. The beam is directed through an IntraAction

Acousto-Optic Deflector (AOD), which is placed in a plane conjucate to the objective

lens back focal plane (BFP). The AOD consists of two crystals to which controlled sound

waves are applied by a PCI-based frequency generating card. The vibrations set up
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phonon waves within the crystals that allow them to behave as a diffraction grating for

incoming photons, with an effective grating spacing that can be dynamically controlled

by the frequency of the waves, and a conversion efficiency that is dictated by the acoustic

wave amplitude. Since the AOD is placed in a plane conjugate to the objective lens

BFP, angular deflections of the trapping beam at the AOD are transformed into pure

displacements, or position deflections, in the sample plane, or in the plane of the trap

focus.

Figure 2.1: Optical trapping and detection laser pathways for our optical trapping setup.

After exiting the AOD, the laser beam is passed through one pair of beam expanding

lenses that adjusts the beam waist size to ensure that the beam slightly overfills the back
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of the objective lens. A second pair of lenses forms a 1:1 telescope that is used to image

the AOD position onto the BFP of the objective lens. The high NA objective (NA =

1.49, Nikon TIRF lens) tightly focuses the beam in the sample chamber, forming the

large intensity gradient that produces the restoring force region of the optical trap.

After the trapping beam leaves the sample, it is blocked from further travel with a

holographic notch filter. An electronic shutter is also included slightly upstream to the

objective so that the experimenter can quickly turn the trap off and on in the sample

chamber.

2.3.4 Positioning and Motion Control

We first constructed our optical trapping setup with an electronic piezo stage with

a closed loop range of 100 x 100 x 20 µm (P-517.3CD stage with E-725.3CD Digital

Multi-Channel Piezo Controller) secured on top of a mechanical substage with a range

of 50 x 50 mm (Märzhäuser Wetzlar MT 50 x 50), which was movable in two dimensions

via manual micrometer screws.

To improve our range of motion, we replaced the manual substage with a PILine piezo

stage (M-686 PILine stage with C-867.260 controller), which has both a larger range (25

x 25 mm) and higher velocities (up to 100 mm/s).

The smaller stage is used to obtain calibration factors for measuring particle motion

in the trap (see Section 2.3.5), and both stages can be utilized to calibrate trapping forces

(Section 2.3.6).

2.3.5 Measuring the Motion of Trapped Particles

Particle position measurements are accomplished using a separate, 100 mW, 830

nm laser from Melles Griot and a Position Sensitive Detector (PSD) from Pacific Silicon
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Sensors Inc. This detection laser travels through one dedicated beam expanding lens pair,

and shares the second beam expanding lens pair of the trapping laser. From there it is

injected into the objective lens, where it has been aligned to be coaxial with the trapping

laser, with a focal distance that is slightly displaced from the focus of the trapping laser

to ensure that the detection laser is well-centered on the trapped particle, which tends

to sit slightly downstream of the trapping laser focus due to the force balance between

the radiation pressure and gradient force from the beam. We used a neutral density filter

to reduce the detection laser power to about 30 W–a level which created appropriately

sized voltage signals from the PSD.

After leaving the sample chamber and passing through the condenser lens, the detec-

tion laser terminates on the PSD. Inside the sample chamber, the detection laser focus

lines up with the center of an undeflected, trapped particle. The detection laser beam

is refracted by the particle, but is refracted symmetrically when the particle is at the

exact center of the trap. When the particle is displaced from the center of the trap, for

example from thermal forces or the force of a microtubule-attached kinesin pulling on

the particle, the detection beam refracts more to one side, which manifests on the PSD

as a light spot that has moved off-center. The PSD converts the asymmetry of the light

spot into a voltage signal, which is proportional to the displacement of the particle from

the trap center.

The PSD outputs two signals for each of the two dimensions of the plane: one ’sum’

signal which reflects the total intensity of light on the PSD, and one ’differential’ signal,

which is proportional to the amount the light spot is displaced to one side. These

signals are fed into an electronics box which performs analog operations to normalize the

differential signals by the sum signals. The resulting ’normalized’ signals are sent through

a Krohn-Hite programmable filter to remove high frequency noise, and the filtered signals

are read with a National Instruments Data Acquisition device.
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In order to map the voltages of the PSD to particle displacements in nm, three

calibration routines are performed. First, we attach polystyrene beads onto a sample

chamber surface and use the piezo stage to move the entire surface, including the attached

beads, at a constant velocity. The positions of the particles are tracked through LabVIEW

using the CCD camera, and the commanded stage positions (in nm) are plotted against

the measured particle positions (in pixels, px). The slope of this plotted line gives

us a nm/px conversion factor. For the next calibration, we trap a particle using the

optical tweezers and scan the AOD over a range of frequencies (in MHz) to move the

trapped particle through a range of positions in the sample plane. These particles are also

tracked using the CCD camera, allowing us to obtain a px/MHz calibration factor from

the slope of AOD frequency vs. camera pixels plot. The ratio of these two calibration

constants provide a conversion between the MHz frequency that drives the AODs and

the translated distance of a trapped bead within the sample plane. These calibration

factors remain satisfactorily constant as long as the optical pathways are not changed,

and the calibration constants were measured to be close enough in value in the x and y

directions to be considered isotropic.

Finally, we trap a particle and use the AOD to raster scan the trapped particle over

the stationary focal spot of the detection laser. We set the AOD frequencies to be applied

during the scan, and measure the resulting PSD voltage outputs that are produced as the

moving bead transits through the detection laser spot. Within a particle displacement

radius of about 300 nm from the detection laser center, the voltage response to particle

displacement is linear. A LabVIEW algorithm calculates separate conversion factors for

the x and y directions of the image plane, with units of V/nm. These calibration factors

can change somewhat with each new particle due to variations in bead size or shape,

and must be remeasured whenever a new particle is trapped to ensure the most accurate

calibrations and results.
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By combining these three calibration factors, we produce a single nm/V calibration

factor that we use to map PSD voltages to particle displacements in nm.

2.3.6 Calibrating Trap Forces

There are several ways in which the optical trapping forces can be calibrated. By

force calibration, we refer to the mapping of the force vs. particle displacement curve, so

that we can relate the measurement of a particle’s displacement from the trap center to

a particular restoring force applied by the optical trap. All of the calibration methods

listed in this section are described in detail in Chapter 4.

For a radius of around 100 nm from its focus, the trap acts as a linear spring. In

the regions beyond this radius, however, the trap stiffens and has a nonlinear force vs.

displacement curve.

There are three main methods used to calibrate the linear region of the force curve[47].

In the Equipartition Method, a trapped particle’s displacements are recorded using the

detection laser and PSD while the particle fluctuates under thermal forces near the center

of the trap. By modeling the trap as a harmonic well, the magnitude of these fluctuations

can be related to the linear stiffness. In the Power Spectrum method, the same data from

the Equipartition Method are used to plot a power spectrum, and the stiffness is extracted

as a Lorentzian fit parameter. In the Stokes’ Drag Method, the piezo stage is used to

move the sample chamber at a controlled, constant velocity, and drags the surrounding

fluid past a trapped particle. Because the flow is laminar, the drag force is proportional

to the stage velocity and a force vs. displacement curve can be built by moving the stage

at a variety of constant velocities and measuring the resulting particle displacements; the

slope of the line is proportional to the linear stiffness. See section 4.1.1 for a detailed

description of these calibration methods.
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To calibrate the nonlinear range of the trap, we developed a new method in which we

combine the Equipartition and Stokes’ Drag Methods, which is described in Section 4.2.

Although the Stokes’ Drag Method can theoretically be used to calibrate the nonlinear

region as well, this is rarely done due to challenges discussed in Section 4.1.2. Many

traditional studies also use the Stokes’ Drag Method to determine the displacement range

over which the linear stiffness is valid. High-velocity stages are particularly useful for

these calibration methods.

2.4 Hardware Modifications

2.4.1 Improvements in Signal Processing to Allow Collection of

High Frequency Particle Fluctuation Data

In Chapter 4, we describe two approaches which we compared for obtaining optical

trap stiffnesses: one established method and one new method. Both methods involve

moving the piezo stage at a constant velocity so that the fluid in the sample chamber is

dragged past a trapped particle, applying a constant drag force to the particle and dis-

placing it by a fixed amount from the center of the trap. The drag force is calculated from

the drag coefficient of the fluid-particle system and the known stage velocity, and plotted

against the average displacement of the particle under constant force. This method is

typically called the ’Stokes’ Drag’ method. Although it is not trivial to calculate the

drag coefficient due to (often unknown) variations in particle size, and the presence of a

bounding wall at the coverslip surface, this approach can be effective, and moreover, can

provide information about the nonlinear regimes of the trapping potential, which are not

accessible using the thermal motion of a trapped particle only.

The stiffnesses can alternatively be found from the variance of a histogram of the
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positions of the displaced particle (which fluctuates due to thermal forces). This so-

called ’Fluctuations’ method has the advantage that the experimenter does not need to

know the drag coefficient, but requires that the experimenter obtain a high signal to

noise ratio when measuring particle fluctuations, and requires the accurate measurement

of high-frequency position fluctuations. We can differentiate the force curve found with

the Stokes’ Drag Method to obtain a plot of stiffness vs. displacement with which to

compare to our stiffnesses found using our Fluctuations Method, which is presented in

detail in Section 4.2.

As we were testing the new method for measuring the nonlinear range of the optical

trap, we discovered that the trap stiffnesses calculated using the Stokes’ Drag method

did not match with the stiffnesses calculated from the Fluctuations method, as shown

in Figure 2.2. We hypothesized that this mismatch might be caused by aliasing, a

phenomenon where high frequencies are mistaken for low frequencies when the sampling

rate is too low; the power spectrum’s higher frequency values get folded back into the

lower frequencies because it is only possible to correctly identify frequencies up to half

the sampling rate (the Nyquist frequency). To definitively test whether aliasing was the

cause of our problem, we inserted a simple RC filter (Figure 2.3 into our signal pathway

(see Figure 2.4).

First, we used a 10 nF capacitor and a 4 kOhm resistor to set the RC filter’s corner

frequency to 4 Hz, then measured the background noise produced by sending the detection

laser through a sample chamber filled with only water, at various sampling rates (Figure

2.5). We chose to set the rolloff frequency to 40% of the sampling rate, in order to start

the rolloff a little bit below the Nyquist frequency, as a safety margin to ensure that

the high frequency noise would be sufficiently attenuated. Including a safety margin

is a common practice when using RC filters, because the rolloff slope is not as steep

as in commercial filters. In Figure 2.5, the power spectra measured at sampling rates
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Figure 2.2: Stiffnesses calculated using two different measurement methods. In the
Stokes’ Drag method, the force vs. average particle displacement data is differentiated
to obtain stiffnesses (black). In the Fluctuations method, the variance of a histogram
of displaced particle positions (blue). The stiffnesses obtained from the two methods
did not match up, but appeared to be proportionally related.

above the corner frequency showed the characteristic shape of the filter itself (Figure 2.6),

with its characteristic rolloff. The power spectra sampled below the corner frequency in

Figure 2.5 began to increase in magnitude, suggesting that the frequencies higher than

the sampling rate but lower than the corner frequency were getting folded back into the

measurement, misidentified as lower frequencies.

Next, we split the signal and fed one cable into the filter and the other cable fed

directly to the NI Data Acquisition box (DAQ). We measured both the filtered and

unfiltered versions of the same signal simultaneously so that we could directly compare

the two (Figures 2.7 and 2.8). Measurements of these signals at various sampling rates

supported the aliasing theory, showing that as we lowered the sampling rate the unfiltered

power spectra magnitudes increased (Figure 2.7). We used the same 10 nF capacitor
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with resistors of 40, 400, 4k, 40k, and 400k Ohm to produce characteristic frequencies

of 400k, 40k, 4k, 400, and 40 Hz, respectively. The filtered power spectra, however,

remained nearly constant, showing that the filter was preventing the higher frequencies

from significantly adding to the power spectra at lower frequencies, by attenuating the

higher frequency signals.

These investigations confirmed the presence of aliasing within our signals. We were

then able to solve the problem by installing a Krohn-Hite Model 3940 Programmable

Filter with a 24 dB/decade attenuation rate, which can attenuate signals much more

sharply than an RC filter. We typically used the filter’s 4-pole Butterworth setting with

the rolloff frequency set to 50 kHz, while sampling at 100 kHz for our experiments. After

adding the filter, the stiffnesses measured using the two techniques matched (Figure 2.9),

because our measurements were no longer being altered by aliasing. This allowed us to

continue with the verification of the Fluctuations Method as described in Chapter4.
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Figure 2.3: Image of our homemade RC filter. The corner frequency of the filter was
adjusted by swapping out different resistors. A 10 nF capacitor was used. Resistors
of 40, 400, 4k, 40k, and 400k Ohms were used to produce characteristic frequencies of
400k, 40k, 4k, 400, and 40 Hz, respectively.

Figure 2.4: Flow diagram of the detection laser signal pathway. Light from the detec-
tion laser (left, yellow) passes through the microscope objective and is focused onto
the sample; refracted light leaves the sample, passes through the condenser lens, and
hits the Position Sensitive Detector (PSD). The PSD (dark blue) converts the light
signal into two electronic signals: a sum signal, which is proportional to total light
intensity, and a differential signal, which is linearly related to the position of the light
spot on the sensor. These two signals are carried to an electronics box (green), where
the differential signal is normalized by dividing it by the sum signal. The normal-
ized signal is sent to the National Instruments Data Acquisition (DAQ) box (orange),
where it is digitized and read into the computer (light blue). To test whether aliasing
was biasing our power spectra measurements, we inserted a homemade RC low-pass
filter (white box) between the electronics box and the DAQ.
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Figure 2.5: Power spectra of background noise after filtering with a homemade RC
filter at a constant frequency. When our sample rate is higher than the characteris-
tic frequency of the filter, we see the rolloff of the approximately white background
noise imposed by the filter (black and orange data).When we sample at below the
characteristic frequency, the high frequency signals are mistaken for lower frequency
signals, which increases the computed magnitude of the power spectra (green and
yellow data). The data from the higher sampling rates overlap each other because
the RC filter sufficiently attenuates the higher frequencies; these components are still
aliased into the lower frequencies, but because their attenuated magnitudes are small
the effect is minimized.
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Figure 2.6: Characteristic frequency response of an RC low-pass filter [52]. The corner
frequency fc describes the frequency location at which the filter begins to attenuate
a white noise signal. We expect to see a shape similar to this when filtering the
background noise in our setup.
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Figure 2.7: Background noise measured when the sample chamber was filled with
water and no particles. The detection laser spot hits the PSD and any signal changes
are due to mechanical vibrations or electronic noise.

Figure 2.8: Power spectra of background noise after filtering with homemade RC
filters with corner frequencies of 0.4 times the sampling rate. These signals are the
same signals shown in Figure 2.7, after being passed through an RC filter. Filtering
the signals at slightly below the Nyquist frequencies for each sampling rate reveals
the true shape of the background noise power spectrum.
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Figure 2.9: After the addition of the Krohn-Hite filter, the stiffnesses calculated from
the Stokes’ Drag method (red) matched the stiffnesses calculated from the Fluctua-
tions Method (blue).
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2.4.2 Improvements to Trapping Efficiency and Motion Dex-

terity through the Addition of a Large-Range Electronic

Substage and a Joystick

Trapping a 1 micron particle can be extremely tricky. The diffusing particle’s motion

is erratic, unpredictable, and fast compared to a human’s reflexes. In addition, there are

regions of the trapping beam near its focal point in which the scattering and gradient

forces will strongly repel a particle. To successfully trap a particle, the experimenter

must either deftly route the particle so that it enters the trap through the restorative

force regions of the beam, or shutter the beam, position the particle near the trap focus,

and then immediately open the shutter to secure the particle.

The experimenter also requires sufficient range of motion to be able to find particles

to trap. There are many ways to construct a sample chamber, but a chamber that is

too densely filled with particles produces the problem of unwanted particles diffusing

through the measurement laser path, or falling into the trapping laser focus. Therefore,

our assays call for either dilute solutions of particles to be added to the chamber, so that

there may be only one particle within tens of cubic microns, or for a reservoir of particles

(see section 3.5. Either way, the experimenter needs to move hundreds to thousands of

microns to find sufficient particles to complete the experiments.

The combination of a small pizeo stage and manual substage allowed us to perform

many useful tasks, but trapping particles and moving through a sample chamber was

tedious and time consuming. We used the manual substage for its range and relative

dexterity (compared to the simple motion control GUIs we had in place for the piezo

stage at the time) to trap particles, and then we switched back to running the piezo stage

through predefined routines in LabVIEW, for example to calibrate the PSD or to apply a

drag force to a particle by moving the stage. The physical separation of the computer and
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microscope created a layer of complexity that slowed experiments obstructed workflow.

Besides this, any navigational use of the P-517 stage for finer position adjustments would

quickly accumulate until the stage reached the edge of its range. The only ways to reset

the stage to its center position were to move it back electronically and lose the current

field of view, or to move the substage by hand but at far greater speeds and far less

precision than desired.

We replaced the manual substage with a PILine stage with a larger range and higher

velocities to improve our range of motion and allow us to survey a larger area to find

particles to trap. Although the PILine stage has a lower motion resolution and speed

accuracy compared to the P-517 stage, routines that require finer control can still be

performed by the P-517, but without the worry that the stage will become stuck at the

edge of its range.

To improve trapping efficiency, we installed a joystick (Logitech 963290-0403 Extreme

3D Pro Joystick for Windows). The intuitive interface of a joystick significantly improved

our ability to trap particles, and narrowed the lag between trapping and data collection.

It also pairs well with our LabVIEW-driven keyboard controls, allowing us to shutter the

trap, position a particle, open the shutter to trap the particle, switch between microscopy

modes, and collect images and data, all within seconds (see Section 2.6.1).

With the additions of the PILine stage and the joystick, we can now instantly switch

between two orders of magnitude of motion with both manual and computer control.

This has greatly improved experimental efficiency and will benefit future investigations.

A finely controlled and accurate range of motion is critical for particle position and

trap force calibrations (see Sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.6). Our smaller piezo stage has been

invaluable in performing these delicate operations. The PILine stage has the advantage of

much higher velocities, which can develop the larger drag forces necessary for the optical

trap force calibrations described in Section 4.2, and for the force scaling validations in
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Section 4.3.

2.4.3 Addition of Vision Aids

Though simpler and more fun than typical hardware modifications, the addition of

phosphorescent adhesive labels was enormously helpful to the trapping workflow. The

necessary use of a computer, even with brightness turned down, prevents the eyes from

adjusting to the dark space of an optics room, and makes the surrounding equipment ap-

pear too dark to distinguish various components. Glow-in-the-dark stickers were placed

in strategic locations including the microscope focusing knob, on small movable items

such as laser cards and flashlights, and on the floor to mark out pathways of cables that

had to be routed across walking paths. We also placed and labeled stickers onto key-

board keys designated through LabVIEW VIs for high-level functions, such as switching

microscopy modes and toggling the trapping laser’s shutter. These modifications im-

proved experimental efficiency as well as safety, both for the experimenter groping in the

darkness and for sensitive equipment reliant on the experimenter’s steady hand.

2.5 Investigating the Accuracy of Piezo Stage Veloc-

ity

For the measurements described in Chapter 4, it was important for us to understand

the accuracy of the pizeo stage velocity. For both of our piezo stages, we measured the

velocity accuracy and precision by commanding the stage to move at various constant

velocities, then querying the stage’s own position sensors at constant time intervals.

For the smaller-range P517 stage, the velocity measurements were only performed in

the ”x” direction, the direction in which experiments were performed. Measurements in
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both directions were performed for the larger-range M686 stage.

The measured vs. commanded velocities of the stages are shown in Figures 2.10–2.15.

The P517 errors ranged from 1 to 4 percent with a maximum absolute uncertainty of 6

microns/s for the highest velocity tested, 400 microns/s. The M686 stage also showed

errors from 1 to 4 percent, with a maximum absolute error of 0.1 mm/s at 11 mm/s.

The precision found for both stages by either taking the standard error of the mean

of many velocity measurements, or by taking 95% confidence intervals on the slope of

displacement vs. time plots, was smaller than the measurement resolution, which was

about 3 nm/s for the P517 stage, and 3 microns/s for the M686 stage.
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Figure 2.10: Velocity measurements for the P517 Stage. The stage was commanded
to move at a constant velocity and its positions over time were read out from the
stage’s own sensor.
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Figure 2.11: Velocity measurements for the P517 Stage. The stage was commanded
to move at a constant velocity and its positions over time were read out from the
stage’s own sensor.
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Figure 2.12: Velocity measurements for the M686 Stage, in the x direction. The stage
was commanded to move at a constant velocity and its positions over time were read
out from the stage’s own sensor.
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Figure 2.13: Velocity measurements for the M686 Stage, in the y direction. The stage
was commanded to move at a constant velocity and its positions over time were read
out from the stage’s own sensor.
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Figure 2.14: Velocity measurements for the M686 Stage, in the x direction. The stage
was commanded to move at a constant velocity and its positions over time were read
out from the stage’s own sensor.
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Figure 2.15: Velocity measurements for the M686 Stage, in the y direction. The stage
was commanded to move at a constant velocity and its positions over time were read
out from the stage’s own sensor.
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2.6 Software

2.6.1 Equipment Operations and Routines in LabVIEW

We wrote many LabVIEW Virtual Instrument programs to run the optical trapping

equipment. Here we describe three of the most important VIs. These programs were

written to optimize experimentation ease, allowing the experimenter to obtain data at a

moment’s notice and avoid mistakes. More VIs are described in Appendix A.

Cameras JCW 15.vi

This VI runs both the small PGR CCD camera (with USB connection to the com-

puter) and the Andor EMCCD camera (connected through a PCI card, plugs into the

back of the computer) at the same time. It controls a temperature loop to appropriately

cool the EMCCD camera, and allows acquisition and saving of images from each camera.

The user can change the camera settings and enforce an approximate frame rate for

camera sampling. The Transfer Andor ROI to CCD Camera will take the Andor ROI

(click on the Andor image to create an ROI) and transform it to map it onto the CCD

camera image. This is useful for, for example, trying to keep track of the location of

microtubules between TIRF and brightfield. The VI allows the user to collect either a

set number of finite frames from the Andor EMCCD, or to continuously save images.

EscapeExperiments17 JCW.vi

This VI controls the Brightfield Lamp shutter, Camera Mirror, Detection Laser shut-

ter, Trapping Laser shutter, Green Laser shutter, Blue Laser shutter, M686 PI Stage,

P517 PI Stage, and DAQ sampling. Several keyboard shortcuts facilitate optical trap-

ping workflow: the control key toggles the trapping laser shutter open and closed. Enter

starts data colletion. The arrow keys control the motion of the M686 stage, and Shift
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stops it. The user can adjust the stage velocity values in the VI. Arrow buttons on the

VI control the P517 stage.

StokesDrag7JW.vi

This VI was used to perform the Stokes Drag measurements. It automatically sweeps

the stage and its fluid past a trapped bead and records the bead’s displacements from the

stationary trap center over time. The measurement uses the PSD voltages and volts per

nm calibration factors to determine the bead’s displacement. This version only moves

the stage at one velocity, but it performs multiple trials at the same velocity.

2.6.2 Analyses in MATLAB

We also wrote many routines and functions in MATLAB to analyze data. Below are

two of the most important analysis files.

ProcessPS2.m

This function imports particle position data and calculates power spectra, and stiff-

nesses using two methods. The first method for obtaining stiffnesses is called the Equipar-

tition method and is described in Section 4.1.1. The second method is called the Power

Spectrum method, and is also described in Section 4.1.1. In the code, we fit a Lorentzian

to the power spectrum to extract two parameters with confidence intervals. This function

takes these parameters from many different trials and averages them together.

findSDRampUpStart2.m

This function takes in particle position vs. time data, collected from trapped particles

under a constant drag force. The data typically shows the particle fluctuating about an
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average displacement, and includes the particle’s return to the trap center as the stage

velocity returns to zero. This function isolates the particle positions under constant force

by smoothing the data, then fitting a piecewise function to it to find the cutoff point

where the particle begins its return to the trap center.
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Chapter 3

Biomimetic Droplets

3.1 Introduction

As described in Section 1.1.3, most collective kinesin studies have been performed

using solid cargoes[33] [11] [15] [12]; however, we predict that the surface properties of

cargoes can affect collective kinesin behavior. It is possible to use in vivo vesicles to

investigate collective kinesin behavior[31], but such studies pose a number of challenges:

the researcher must deal with cells and coax them to express the desired vesicles and

proteins, and must also accept the highly variable conditions within living cells. The

researcher may not even know what protein complexes exist within the membranes of

endogenous lipid droplets. These limitations obstruct the systematic variation of experi-

mental parameters necessary for a complete understanding of the effects of cargo surface

properties on collective kinesin transport.

To more efficiently probe collective kinesin transport on fluid cargoes, a model system

is needed to capture the relevant surface properties of cellular lipid vesicles and organelles.

Namely, the model system should have a surface covered in freely diffusing elements that

mimic the two-dimensional fluid surface of a lipid vesicle. To form a truly fluid surface,
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the surface elements should be completely unattached from their neighbors so that they

will slide past each other when an in-plane force is applied, but they should resist forces

normal to the surface in order to maintain the shape and structural integrity of the cargo.

The surface elements must be functionalizable so that kinesins may be attached to

the them, and the density of kinesins on the surface controlled. Ideally, the cargo surface

could be fine-tuned to control its surface tension, overall solidity, and the mobility of the

surface components within the 2D membrane. It would also be useful to have a modular

surface chemistry, so that other motors besides kinesins could potentially be attached,

allowing the cargoes to be used as a flexible model system that can be applied in many

different studies.

In order to be able to probe the forces created by a group of kinesins acting on one

cargo, the cargo must be trappable with an optical tweezer. The ray optics approximation

for the trapping force reads:

Ftrap =
2π

c
r3

(
m2 − 1

m2 + 2

)
∆I(x)

m =
nparticle
nmedium

where r is the radius of the trapped particle, ∆I(x) is the intensity gradient of the

laser, and nparticle and nmedium are the indices of refraction of the particle and the sur-

rounding medium, respectively. The cargo body must have a higher index of refraction

than the medium in order to produce a trapping force. Additionally, the higher the

index of refraction of the particle the larger the restoring trap force becomes, giving an

incentive for finding a cargo body material with a high index of refraction so that higher

forces may be applied to it. The particle size must also be close to the wavelength of the

trapping laser, and the particle must not be absorbing at that wavelength.
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The creation of such a model system for biomimetic cargoes will greatly benefit studies

of molecular transport as it will allow for more accessible, systematic investigation of

collective motor behavior.

3.2 Droplet Design

Figure 3.1: a. Designed biomimetic droplet system (not to scale). A sunflower oil
droplet is coated with two types of surfactants–one surfactant type is biotinylated
and one is not. Streptavidin is used to attach biotinylated kinesins to the biotinylated
surfactants. b. Image of droplets.

The system we developed to match these constraints, shown in Figure 3.1 is to use oil

droplets stabilized by surfactants; the surfactants are amphiphilic molecules that locate to

the surface of the droplets and are freely diffusible within that surface. We use food-grade

sunflower oil, which has an index of refraction of 1.5 [53], which exceeds that of water,

which is 1.33 [54]. This difference allows the cargo to be trapped with optical tweezers,

although the trapping forces will be smaller compared to commonly used polystyrene

spheres (refractive index of 1.6 [47]) for particles of a similar diameter.
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To link the motors to the droplets, we leverage a recently-developed system[55] in

which two different surfactants are used: C16 PEG2000 Ceramide and DSPE-PEG(2000)

Biotin. Both surfactants have small lipid tails which orient toward the oil phase of the

emulsion, and large poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-based heads which orient toward the

water phase—the large PEG heads have a stronger affinity for water than the small

hydrophilic heads of the oil lipids, causing the surfactants to localize at the interface

between the droplets and the water. The latter surfactant is conjugated with biotin,

which allows biotinylated kinesins to be attached via a streptavidin link, providing near-

covalent bond energies and supplying an efficiently permanent linkage. By controlling the

ratio of the two surfactants, we can control the fraction of biotin groups on the droplet

surface, and therefore we control the fraction of the surface to which kinesin is attached

(by providing excess kinesin to ensure that every biotin has a kinesin attached.)

It should be noted that many biological cargoes are wrapped with a lipid bilayer, with

water-based fluids on either side of the membrane. Such cargoes would be impossible to

optically trap as there is no difference in the index of refraction between the cargo and

surrounding fluid. While our biomimetic cargoes deviate from biological cargoes in this

way, we expect to have captured the relevant mechanical properties of the lipid surface.

The differences between biological cargoes and our biomimetic droplets are illustrated in

Figure 3.2.

Our designed cargo fulfills all the desired qualities of a biomimetic droplet system,

and can be used to probe the behavior of collective motor transport.

3.3 Oil Selection

As described in Section 3.1, a cargo with a high index of refraction is desirable to

enhance the force of the optical trap, and at the very least the refractive index must
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Figure 3.2: Biological cargo compared to biomimetic droplets: Many biological cargoes
are contained within a lipid bilayer, with water both outside and inside the lipid
membrane. These cargo are impossible to trap with optical tweezers because there
is no change in index of refraction between the cargo and the surrounding medium.
We avoid this issue with our biomimetic droplets because the droplets themselves are
made of an oil, stabilized by a layer of functionalizable surfactants.
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be higher than that of water (1.33) otherwise the trap will not be able to exert a force

at all. When constructing a lipid droplet, the oil composing the droplet body should

not have too high a viscosity, as this could increase the drag on the surface elements

and restrict the fluidity of the surface membrane[56]. Finally, it is preferable that the

droplet have a density higher than water, so that the droplets will sink to the bottom

of the sample chamber where the optical trap can be focused, rather than rising to the

top of the chamber out of reach of the trap. All of these criteria must be taken into

consideration when selecting an oil for the main body of the biomimetic droplets.

Table 3.1 shows the typical properties of a few main types of oils. Fluorocarbon

oils are denser than water, but they typically have low indices of refraction. Vegetable,

mineral, and silicone oils have indices of refraction larger than water, but these have

similar or lower density than water.

Table 3.1: Typical Oil Properties
Oil Density (g/mL) Refractive Index Viscosity (cP)
Vegetable[57] [58] [59] 0.90–1.05 1.46–1.48 40 to 60
Mineral[60] [61] [62] [63] 0.84–0.87 1.46–1.48 around 15
Silicone[64] [65][66] [67] 0.93–1.05 1.4–1.5 45–60 000
Fluorocarbon[68] [69] [70] around 1.8 around 1.3 large range

Table 3.2 shows a selection of specific oils that were considered and their properties.

Silicone oils can have comparatively high indices of refraction, but typically these oils

also have undesirably high viscosities. For comparison, water has a density of 1 g/mL,

an index of refraction of 1.33, and a viscosity of 1 cP.

Ultimately, sunflower oil was chosen due to its fairly high index of refraction (about

1.47), and its reasonable viscosity (65 to 75 cP)[59]. Unfortunately, sunflower oil is less

dense than water, meaning that sunflower oil droplets will rise in a chamber filled with

water. In Section 3.5, two special chamber designs are described for alleviating this

problem.
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Table 3.2: Specific Oil Properties
Oil Density (g/mL) Refractive Index Viscosity (cP)
Sunflower oil[59] 0.918 at 25◦C 1.47 65 to 75 at room temp
Silicone oil, for melting
point and boiling point
apparatuses, Acros Organics
(Fisher) [63148-62-9][64] 0.96 1.4030 to 1.4060 500 at room temp
Silicone oil, high temperature,
Acros Organics (Fisher) [63148-58-3]
Poly(methylphenylsiloxane)[65][66] 1.0500 1.4940 to 1.5010 95 to 143
at 25◦C
Mineral oil, BioReagent, for
molecular biology, light oil,
Sigma-Aldrich 8042-47-5[60] 0.84 at 25◦C 1.467 74 to 86 at 40◦C
Mineral oil, pure,
Acros Organics (Fisher)
8042-47-5[61] 0.877 1.4760 to 1.4830 at 20◦C 65 to 75 cSt at 40◦C
Fluorinert FC-70[68] 1940 kg/m3 at 25◦C 1.303 24
at room temp

3.4 Droplet Recipe

The biomimetic droplets are produced by combining 50 µL C16 PEG2000 Ceramide

surfactants, 50 µL DSPE-PEG(2000) Biotin surfactants, 150 µL sunflower oil, and 900 µL

water, then sonicating the mixture for 10 seconds to emulsify. Streptavidin is then added,

and the mixture is vortexed for 10 seconds to coat the droplets. The largest droplets will

float quickly to the top of the vial, and the remaining droplets will segregate along the

gravity axis according to their size, due to differences in buoyant force under gravity. For

optical trapping experiments, droplets are selected from the center of the droplet plug

to avoid obtaining extremely large or small droplets. During experiments droplets of an

appropriate size for trapping (about 1 micron in diameter) can be manually selected by

visual inspection under a microscope using the imaging features of the optical trapping

microscope.
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3.5 Special Sample Chambers for Trapping Droplets

To observe biomimetic cargoes and measure their forces, a sample chamber must be

constructed to hold the cargoes and place them in the vicinity of the optical trap. Figure

3.3 shows the assembly of a standard sample chamber made with a glass slide, double-

sided adhesive tape, and a glass coverslip. The sample chamber is flipped upside down to

meet the coverglass with the microscope objective on our inverted microscope setup. A

high-numerical-aperture oil-immersion objective lens with high-infrared light throughput

is used to tightly focus the trapping laser to create the trap, but this lens can only be

focused within about 10 microns of the coverslip surface inside the chamber. Oil droplets

less dense than water will quickly float out of reach of the trapping laser’s focal point,

which poses a significant challenge for performing experiments with the oil droplet-based

cargoes.

One way to minimize the probability of droplets floating out of reach is to make

sample chambers with a thinner material in place of the double-sided adhesive tape.

PDMS can be spun onto square glass coverslips to a desired thickness by adjusting the

spin time and speed[71]. Although a glass coverslip will seal on top of the PDMS, we

found that it can be difficult to get the PDMS layer flat and clean enough to create a

good seal, making this method difficult to employ.

To develop an alternative approach that to circumvents the problem of the buoyant

droplets floating out of the depth of focus of the microscope objective, we created a cham-

ber with a reservoir for storing the oil droplet cargoes. Figure 3.4 shows the construction

of parafilm chambers, in which a main chamber is filled using the typical experimental

assay, while a high-density solution of cargoes are added to a wedge-shaped reservoir

at the end of the assay. Keeping the cargoes separate from the main chamber allows

the experimenter to use stage controls to pick up a cargo at any time, and having the
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Figure 3.3: a. Assembly of a standard sample chamber. Two pieces of double-sided
adhesive tape are placed about 5 apart on a glass slide, and a glass coverslip is set
on top of the tape over the gap. The coverslip is pressed down with a pipette tip to
create a seal between the glass and the tape, and the sample fluid can be pipetted into
the empty space between the two glass surfaces–the fluid is pipetted at the chamber
opening and capillary action pulls it through. b. In our inverted microscope setup,
the microscope objective sits under the stage, and the chamber is flipped so that the
coverslip can be placed in contact with the oil on the objective. (Glass and tape
thicknesses are exaggerated for clarity, other dimensions are roughly to scale.)
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reservoir densely-packed with cargoes ensures that there will be cargoes near enough to

the coverslip to catch with the trap at all times. Parafilm can be finicky to work with,

and it is essential to completely soften the parafilm so that a good seal may form, but to

not over-heat the parafilm to the point where cracks form.

3.6 Using Interfacial Tension to Estimate Surfactant

Surface Coverage

It is necessary for the experimenter to measure how many binding sites are available

for kinesins on the biomimetic droplets. This can be achieved by measuring the interfacial

tension between the droplet and the surrounding water. As described in Hsu et al.

1997[72] and Menger et al. 2011[73], the Langmuir adsorption isotherm can be used to

calculate the surface fraction as follows:

γ − γ0 = Γ∞RTln (1− x)

where γ is the interfacial tension of the surfactant and water system with an oil

interface, γ0 is the interfacial tension of a pure water-oil interface, R is the gas constant,

T is temperature, Γ∞ is the maximum possible surface concentration of surfactants, and

x is the surfactant surface fraction in the system.

We can estimate the maximum surface concentration Γ∞ by approximating the phys-

ical area taken up by a single surfactant as a ∼ 10nm2, which results in a value of

0.1molecules/nm2, or 1.7× 10−7mol/m2. The gas constant and temperature are known

quantities, but γ and γ0 must be measured for the experimental interfaces. Once the sur-

face fraction is calculated, the droplet size and ratio of biotinylated to non-biotinylated

surfactants can be used to approximate the number of binding sites available for attaching
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Figure 3.4: a. Top view of parafilm chamber construction. A strip of parafilm is cut to
size and placed on top of a glass slide. A long rectangle is cut and peeled away to form
the main chamber, and a wedge is also cut out perpendicular to the main chamber.
The glass can be heated on a hotplate at 80 to 100 degrees C for a few minutes until the
parafilm softens, and a glass coverslip should be immediately placed on top and gently
rubbed with a pipette tip to seal the glass to the parafilm. b. 3D view of the parafilm
chamber. The chamber can be filled like a standard chamber using capillary action.
On the first filling, all the empty spaces including the main chamber and the reservoir
will fill with liquid, and subsequent fluids can be pulled through the main chamber by
using a kimwipe at the chamber exit to soak up the fluid. All of the steps in the assay
that are to be performed in the main chamber should be completed first (attaching
microtubules to the surface, blocking the surface, etc.), and the reservoir should be
filled with cargoes afterwards, by pipetting the cargo solution at the reservoir entrance
and using a kimwipe at the main chamber exit. Care should be taken to pull the fluid
through slowly so that it does not migrate into the main chamber, and it is wise
to fill the reservoir about 2/3 of the way and to let diffusion distribute the cargoes
closer to the point where the reservoir meets the main chamber. (Glass and parafilm
thicknesses are exaggerated for clarity, other dimensions are roughly to scale.)
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Figure 3.5: a. Attension Theta tensiometer setup. A droplet is suspended from a
needle into a clear cuvette, which is backlit by a light source. A camera collects the
image and proprietary software fits the droplet curve and calculates the interfacial
tension. b. Closeup of droplet. We suspended a water droplet into sunflower oil.
The PEGylated surfactants can be dissolved into the water phase, and over time they
locate to the oil-water interface, reducing the interfacial tension until an equilibrium
value is reached.

kinesins to the droplet.

To measure interfacial tension, we used a pendant droplet Attension Theta tensiome-

ter. This apparatus contains a platform for holding a cuvette filled with fluid in which

a droplet is suspended on the tip of a syringe needle (see Figure 3.5). In order to have

a suspended droplet, the less dense liquid phase must fill the cuvette and the denser

liquid phase must be suspended from the needle into the cuvette–in our case this means

filling the cuvette with sunflower oil and suspending a water droplet into the cuvette.

(Although floating droplet geometries are possible to measure, they are difficult to con-

struct due to leakage issues.) Our surfactants’ large PEG groups make them miscible in

water, so we add the surfactants into the water phase and assume that they locate to

their energetically favorable positions in the oil-water interface over time.

A camera records the droplet, and software fits the droplet surface curve and calcu-

lates the interfacial tension[74], which is measured as a function of time. The interfacial
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the interfacial tension vs. time curves of different surfactant
systems in an oil-water interface. The maximum interfacial tension is given by a pure
water droplet in oil. Multiple trials measuring the interfacial tension over time of each
system were performed.

tension can take many hours to come to an equilibrium value.

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show interfacial tension vs. time for a number of tested systems.

We fitted a power function to the curves to determine the equilibrium interfacial tension

values. Figure 3.6 compares the interfacial tension curves of several different surfac-

tant systems. Both Ceramide and a 50%/50% mix of Ceramide and DSPE surfactants

reached an equilibrium interfacial tension relatively quickly, but DSPE alone produced

an unusual, nearly linear decrease in the interfacial tension over time.

Figure 3.7 shows the interfacial tension curves of a Ceramide system of varying sur-

factant concentrations in powers of 100. As expected, increasing concentrations of the

surfactant increasingly lower the equilibrium interfacial tension.

When we use the Langmuir adsorption isotherm equation to calculate the surfactant

surface coverage, we obtain values of 100% coverage for all but 0.02 µM Ceramide, which
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the interfacial tension vs. time curves of different Ceramide
concentrations in an oil-water interface. Multiple trials at each concentration were
performed.

produces a value of 99% coverage. This indicates that even at what we consider to be

low surfactant concentrations, the interface is saturated with surfactants.

3.7 Future Work: Adjusting Biomimetic Cargo Sur-

face Properties Using Cholesterol

As an expansion to the biomimetic cargo system it would be interesting to adjust the

surface properties of the cargoes to be somewhere between completely rigid and com-

pletely fluid. Cargoes of intermediate rigidity may be a better model for true biological

cargoes, because biological membranes contain a diverse collection of lipids and proteins,

resulting in more complicated surface properties. These cargoes could be used to in-

vestigate whether intermediate rigidity has a significant impact on kinesin behavior and

transport. For example, cholesterol is known to increase cell membrane rigidity by induc-
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ing the formation of lipid rafts (lipids in a liquid-ordered phase[75].) The lipid mobility of

cargoes with incorporated cholesterol or other biological membrane components can be

measured using established techniques such as fluorescence recovery after photobleaching

(FRAP.)
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Chapter 4

Optical Trap Force Calibration

Improvements

4.1 Traditional Trap Force Calibration Methods

There are several established methods of calibrating an optical tweezers, most of

which focus on obtaining the linear spring constant κL which can then be multiplied by

the displacement of the particle from the trap center to obtain the force. The linear

regime typically extends only about 100 nm on either side of the trap center, which is

about a third of the useful range of the optical trap (useful range being defined as the

range for which an increase in displacement produces an increase in the restoring force).

4.1.1 Linear Calibration Techniques

There are several ways to obtain a linear stiffness for an optical trap. In the Power

Spectrum calibration method, the particle is allowed to diffuse under no external force

about the center of the trap, and the power spectrum of the particle’s position in the trap

is calculated and fitted to a Lorentzian[47] (Figure 4.1). Two parameters are extracted
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Figure 4.1: Power spectrum calibration method: A particle is allowed to diffuse within
the optical tweezers under no external force. The position fluctuations of the particle
are recorded over time, and the power spectrum of those fluctuations is taken and fit
to a Lorentzian. The linear stiffness of the optical trap and the fluid drag coefficient
are extracted from the fit.
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Figure 4.2: Equipartition calibration method: A particle is allowed to diffuse within
the optical tweezers under no external force. The position fluctuations of the particle
are recorded over time, and the linear stiffness of the optical tweezers is calculated
from the variance of those fluctuations. A soft trap allows the particle to wiggle widely
from the trap center, while a stiff trap holds the particle closer to its center.

from the fit: the linear stiffness, and the drag coefficient. For stiff traps, the thermal

energy is weak compared to the trapping energy, and so the particle can only explore a

very small region of the trap close to its center. For this reason, the stiffness found from

the fit is assumed to be the linear stiffness of the trap, and is only valid within the linear

region of the trap (about 100 nm on either side of the trap center.)

The Equipartition calibration method is similar to the Power Spectrum method in

that the particle’s position fluctuations under just the thermal forces are measured[47]

(Figure 4.2). By equating the thermal energy to the energy of a linear spring, an expres-

sion for the linear stiffness can be obtained:
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This method also depends on the assumption that the particle’s explorations are

small, probing only a small part of the linear range of the trap, and valid only for the

linear range.

The Stokes’ Drag calibration method differs from the Equipartition and Power Spec-

trum methods in that an external force is applied to the trapped particle[47] (Figure 4.3.)

For this calibration the optical trap is held stationary while a piezo stage is moved at a

very precise, constant velocity. The moving stage effectively moves the fluid in the cham-

ber past the trapped particle, applying a drag force given by Stokes law, Fdrag = 6πηrv

, where η is the fluid viscosity, r is the spherical particle’s radius, and v is the velocity of

the stage. The quantity 6πηr is known as the drag coefficient, and as mentioned before,

can be found by fitting the power spectrum of the particle’s fluctuations about the trap

center. The stage is moved at a few velocities, and the resulting average displacement

of the particle is measured and plotted against the corresponding drag force. The slope

of the force vs. displacement curve near the center of the trap is taken as the linear

stiffness.

Even with an extremely high numerical aperture objective lens (NA = 1.49) and a 5

W laser, we found that we could only produce a force of about 40 pN at the extremes of

the linear regime of our optical trap. Since the factors which could increase the maximum

linear force are already maximized for our setup, we decided to expand our calibration

into the nonlinear range to allow us to accurately measure the forces in a multiple kinesin

system.
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Figure 4.3: Stokes’ drag calibration method: A fluid drag force is used to displace
the particle from the trap center, and the resulting average particle displacement is
measured.
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4.1.2 Nonlinear Calibration Techniques

There are a few established methods for calibrating the nonlinear range of the optical

trap. If the trapping energy is small compared to the thermal energy, the distribution

of the particle’s positions in the trap can be used to measure the nonlinear force vs.

displacement curve [76]; this technique however is not useful for stiff traps and high

trapping forces because the thermal energy alone will not allow the particle to explore

the nonlinear range in such traps. Other methods involve the use of two optical traps,

either in a dumbbell configuration [44] or directly overlapping the two laser spots [77].

In the two-trap methods, one high-power, stiff trap is used in its linear regime to pull a

particle into the nonlinear regime of a separate, softer trap. Since the stiff trap is used

only in its linear regime, this method does not provide a way to calibrate the nonlinear

forces of a high power trap.

The Stokes’ Drag method can allow the particle to explore the nonlinear range of the

trap if the drag forces are large enough, but this method requires precise knowledge of

the drag coefficient as well as special equipment (a precisely movable stage); for these

reasons the Stokes’ Drag method is typically used to check the linear stiffness found by

the Equipartition and Power Spectrum methods, as opposed to precisely calibrating the

nonlinear range. If the drag coefficient is to be calculated using Stokes’ law, the fluid

viscosity, particle radius, and particle’s height above the chamber surface must be well

characterized, and all of these quantities can be difficult to measure. Fitting the drag

coefficient from the power spectrum invokes the assumption that the drag coefficient is

constant with respect to the particle’s displacement from the trap center. This assump-

tion may not be true, as local heating from the beam could create areas of differing

temperature and therefore regions of varying viscosity.

The fact that the trapping force is a result of the interaction between the light and
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the trapped particle means that the force vs. displacement relationship can change

significantly with each new particle, requiring recalibration. Any simplification that can

be done to speed up the calibration is useful.

4.2 Improved calibration of the nonlinear regime of

a single-beam gradient optical trap*

*Originally published in Optics Letters 41(10):2386-2389 (May 2016), by Jamianne

C. Wilcox, Benjamin J. Lopez, Otger Campàs, and Megan T. Valentine[78]. Reprinted

with permission from [78], Optics Letters.

4.2.1 Abstract

We report an improved method for calibrating the nonlinear region of a single-beam

gradient optical trap. Through analysis of the position fluctuations of a trapped object

that is displaced from the trap center by controlled flow we measure the local trap stiff-

ness in both the linear and nonlinear regimes without knowledge of the magnitude of the

applied external forces. This approach requires only knowledge of the system temper-

ature, and is especially useful for measurements involving trapped objects of unknown

size, or objects in a fluid of unknown viscosity.

4.2.2 Introduction

Optical traps allow the precise application of forces to soft and biological materials

[47]. A large number of biophysics applications, including most single-molecule measure-

ments of motor proteins and biopolymers, require forces in the range of one to a few tens

of pN of force, which is easily achieved using a standard single-beam gradient optical
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trap. However, higher forces are often desired, for example to study collective behavior

of multiple motor proteins [26, 36, 37], activate mechanotransduction pathways in cells

[79], or probe the viscoelastic properties of cytoskeletal networks and other stiff poly-

meric materials [80]. In principle, it is possible to increase force by increasing the laser

power, objective lens numerical aperture, or index of refraction of the trapped object.

In practice, even after these inputs are optimized, the application of forces > 100 pN

remains challenging.

An alternate way to increase the applied force is to increase the offset distance between

the center of the trapped object and the center of the focused laser beam. Experimenters

often limit this distance to <100 nm to ensure that the particle remains within the linear

range of the optical trap, where the trapping potential can be reasonably approximated

as a harmonic well. In this regime, a single value of the trap stiffness (linear stiffness) is

used to relate offset distance and applied force, and numerous well-established calibration

methods exist to determine its value [47]. However, by expanding the calibration into

the nonlinear range of the trap, a substantial force increase can be achieved without the

need to alter the existing instrumentation or to use exotic particle types [81].

Several prior nonlinear trap calibration techniques have been reported [49, 44, 77].

One approach used a dual beam optical trapping system to hold two particles connected

via a polymer tether between a stiff trap, which had a well-known linear stiffness, and a

soft trap, whose full nonlinear force profile could be determined [44]. A second method

also employed a dual beam trap, again with one calibrated stiff trap and a second, weaker

trap which was raster scanned over the interaction area of the trapped microsphere and

the strong laser. This allowed a single particle to interact with both traps, permitting

the nonlinear regime of the weaker trap to be explored [77]. In both approaches, only the

soft trap was fully calibrated, while the stiff trap was operated exclusively in its linear

regime in order to apply controlled forces. This prevents the experimenter from directly
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measuring the highest possible forces using the available lasers.

An alternate method for probing the nonlinear range of the optical trap is to impose an

external drag force on the trapped particle by moving the microscope stage (and therefore

the fluid surrounding the particle) at constant speed. If the particle drag coefficient is

known, it is possible to estimate the drag force and establish the force profile of the

optical trap; this is commonly referred to as the ”Stokes drag method” of calibration

[82]. Although in principle the particle can be displaced into the nonlinear region of

the optical trap by flow, calibration of this regime is not typically performed due to

challenges in quantifying the external drag force, which depends on a number of factors

through the particle’s drag coefficient, including the exact particle size, the height of the

particle above the sample chamber surface, and the viscosity of the surrounding media,

which are difficult to measure accurately. Rather, the Stoke’s drag method is used to

approximate the spatial extent of the linear region of the optical trap, and to provide an

independent confirmation of the linear stiffness, which is then compared to that measured

by other established methods that rely on the thermal fluctuations of the particle only

[47]. All existing nonlinear calibration methods have the drawback that they require the

application of controlled, pre-determined forces.

In this Letter, we report an improved method that allows calibration of the full

non-linear range of the optical trap without knowledge of the magnitude of the applied

external forces. By analyzing the position fluctuations of a trapped particle while its

average position is displaced from the center by an (unknown) external force, we obtain

the local value of the trap stiffness at that displaced position. Repeating this procedure

for different positions covering the full range of the trap, we obtain the full, non-linear

trap force profile. To verify the accuracy of this approach, we compare our results to

those obtained using the Stokes drag method and show that we can properly calibrate the

stable nonlinear range without the need for a second optical trap, and without knowledge
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Figure 4.4: (a) Optical trapping force F (green solid line) as a function of the trapped
particle position, x. When a constant external force (e.g. fluid drag force) is applied,
the particle is displaced from the trap center to a location where the restoring trap
force and external force balance. The local trap stiffness κ (x∗) is equal to the slope of
F vs. x (red line segment) at the displaced position x∗. A typical optical trap contains
a harmonic potential near the trap center with an approximately constant κ; beyond
this linear force region the trap stiffens. (b) Distributions of thermally-driven particle
fluctuations ρ (x) about the displaced position x∗ (red solid lines.) By measuring the
variance of these fluctuations σ (x∗)2, the local trap stiffness can be determined as a
function of x with a resolution of 2σ (x∗) (purple bars). (c) Local trap stiffness κ (x∗)
as a function of x (yellow solid line). The local stiffness of the trap is given by the
derivative of its force vs. position profile. Reprinted with permission from [78], Optics
Letters.
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of the applied external force.

4.2.3 Theory

The key concept of our approach is to shift the average position of the particle in

the trap using a constant external force (e.g. a fluid drag force) and then record the

fluctuations of the particle around this position [Fig. 4.4(a)]. It is well-known that the

thermal fluctuations of a particle in the center of the trap provide a direct readout of the

linear trap stiffness [47]. By a similar principle, if the amplitude of a particles fluctuations

about its shifted position is small compared to the spatial extent of the stable trapping

range, then these local fluctuations provide a measurement of the local trap stiffness

at that position [Figs. 4.4(b) and 4.4(c)]. The spatial resolution of the measurement

of local stiffness is determined by the standard deviation of the distribution of particle

displacements at that position. For applications requiring large trap forces and therefore

stiff traps, so the typical amplitude of the fluctuations around an equilibrium position

is ∼ 5 to 10 nm. In this case, we measure the trap stiffness with a spatial resolution

of ∼ 10 to 20 nm, much smaller than the typical trap range of ∼ 300 nm. Because the

stiffnesses are measured directly from the distribution of the particles positions, it is not

necessary to know the magnitude of the constant external force that is applied. This

is particularly useful when constant fluid flow is used to displace the particle since the

exact drag coefficient need not be determined.

In order to describe the distribution of the particle’s fluctuations when its position

is shifted by an external force, we write the Fokker-Planck equation for the probability

distribution ρ(x, t) of finding the particle at position x at time t, namely ∂tρ+ ∂xJ = 0.

The probability flux J is given by J = ẋ ρ(x, t) − D ∂xρ(x, t), where D is the diffusion

constant of the particle and ẋ is the net particle velocity caused by the external forces
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applied on the particle. Although it is possible to use a variety of methods to apply

forces on the particle and shift its position, in our particular experimental set-up we

apply a drag force on the particle by moving a feedback-controlled nanopositioning stage

at constant velocity ~v = vx x̂. The net motion of the particle is determined by the balance

of forces acting on it. Given that the particles motion is overdamped, force balance on

the particle reads

−ξ (ẋ− vx) + Ftrap (x) = 0 , (4.1)

where ξ is the drag coefficient of the particle and Ftrap (x) is the position-dependent trap

force.

At equilibrium, the net velocity of the particle vanishes and the trap force bal-

ances the drag force on the particle. The equilibrium average particle position, x∗,

for which the average particle velocity vanishes is given implicitly by Eq. 4.1, namely

ξvx + Ftrap (x∗) = 0. Once the equilibrium particle position is known, we obtain the

probability distribution of the particle position fluctuations around the equilibrium

position by integrating the Fokker-Planck equation. If the amplitude of the fluctu-

ations in the particle position around the average position x∗ is small compared to

the spatial range of the trap (Fig. 4.4), the trap force around x∗ can be approxi-

mated by Ftrap (x) ≈ Ftrap (x∗) − κ (x∗) (x− x∗), where the local trap stiffness κ (x∗)

is defined positive and corresponds to the derivative of the trap force at x = x∗:

κ (x∗) ≡ −dFtrap/dx|(x=x∗). Using the linear expansion of the trap force around the

average particle position x∗ as well as the Einstein relation D = kBT/ξ , the equilibrium

probability distribution of the particle position, ρeq(x), reads

ρeq(x) =

√
κ (x∗)

2πkBT
exp

[
−κ (x∗)

2kBT
(x− x∗)2

]
. (4.2)
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The amplitude of the fluctuations around the equilibrium position x∗ is given by the

standard deviation σ (x∗) of the equilibrium distribution (Eq. 4.2) and reads

σ (x∗)2 =
kBT

κ (x∗)
. (4.3)

Therefore, the local trap stiffness κ (x∗) at x∗ can be directly obtained from the ampli-

tude of the particle fluctuations around x∗ (Eq. 4.3). It should then be possible to obtain

the local stiffness κ (x∗) at every point of the trap by simply shifting the equilibrium

position of the particle and measuring the distribution of the particles position fluctua-

tions around the shifted position. Once the local trap stiffnesses have been measured at

several positions covering the full non-linear range of the trap, and knowing that the trap

stiffness is defined by dFtrap/dx ≡ −κ, the full non-linear trap force profile, Ftrap (x), is

given by

Ftrap (x) = −
∫
x

κ (x′) dx′ + C , (4.4)

where C is an integration constant set by the condition Ftrap (x = 0) = 0.

4.2.4 Results and Discussion

To experimentally test this approach, a single-beam gradient optical trap was formed

by focusing a 1064 nm, 5W Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics) through a high numerical

aperture objective lens (Nikon, NA=1.49). A separate, low-power, non-trapping 830

nm laser (Melles Griot) and a position sensitive detector (PSD) (Pacific Silicon Sensors

Inc.) were used to detect the displacement of the trapped particle from the center of

the detection beam [83]. The voltage signals from the PSD were normalized by total

light intensity using custom-built electronics and were calibrated by raster-scanning the

trapped particle over a matrix of known positions using a pair of acoustooptic deflectors
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(IntraAction) [83]. The radius of the calibrated detection region was typically >300 nm.

The output signals were sampled at 100 kHz and low-pass filtered using a programmable

filter (Krohn-Hite) at the Nyquist frequency. A sample chamber was created by placing

two strips of double-sided tape on a slide, and then securing a #1.5 coverslip on top. A

high-viscosity mixture of glycerol, water, and polystyrene beads with a mean diameter of

1.1 ± 0.035 µm (Invitrogen), was flowed into the chamber, and the ends of the chamber

were sealed with vacuum grease.

A constant fluid drag force was applied to a trapped bead by commanding a precision

piezoelectric nanopositioning stage (Physik Instrumente) to execute a step change in the

stage velocity from zero to a constant value, typically in the range 10 to 300 µm/s, which

was then maintained for the full range of motion of 100 µm. Upon application of the drag

force, the average bead displacement increased before reaching an asymptote at position

x∗, where the drag force and restoring trap force balanced [Fig. 4.5(a)]. Typically 40,000

to 200,000 samples of the equilibrium position of the particle were recorded over time, and

their equilibrium distribution ρeq(x) was fitted with a Gaussian function. The variance

of the distribution, σ (x∗), was then used to calculate the local trap stiffness, κ (x∗), as

given by Eq. 4.3. The experiment was repeated for a range of velocities, giving rise to

the spatial profile κ (x) [Fig. 4.5(b)]. The full non-linear trap profile, Ftrap (x), was then

obtained by numerical integration of the measured spatial profile κ (x) (Eq. 4.4) and is

shown in Fig. 4.6.

To validate our approach and confirm the accuracy of this new method of calibration,

we independently measured the force profile of the trap using the Stokes drag method.

To do so, the same displacement data were used, but the fluid drag forces were directly

calculated using Stokes law, Fdrag = ξvx, and plotted against the mean positions of the

bead under the constant external force, allowing us to obtain the spatial force profile

directly. Force profiles obtained by the traditional Stokes drag method, and by our new
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Figure 4.5: (a) Representative example of a raw data trace measured during force cal-
ibration (purple line). Starting at time T = 0, the position of a trapped particle was
measured under no external force. At T = 1s, the stage began to move at constant
velocity vx, applying a constant drag force and causing the displacement of the bead
to rise to an equilibrium position over a characteristic timescale, τ . In practice, τ was
measured for each trace by fitting a piecewise exponential function to the displacement
data; we assume that after 10τ the bead has reached its equilibrium position. The
data were separated into two segments representing the beads motion under zero or
constant external force; for each segment, the distribution of particle displacements
was determined and the histogram (shown in black) fitted to a Gaussian function
(shown in red) to extract the mean and variance. Each experimental condition was
repeated ten times and we report the average local stiffnesses at each displaced po-
sition. (b) Local stiffness profile κ (x∗) (yellow points) of the optical trap calculated
from the distributions of bead positions under constant external force (Note that the
error bars are smaller than the markers in the x-axis). The resolution at which the
stiffness and force profiles can be measured is given by 2σ (x∗) (blue bars). Reprinted
with permission from [78], Optics Letters.
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method are compared in Fig. 4.6, and show good agreement over the full force range.

By calibrating the nonlinear range of the trap, the experimenter can take advantage of

a higher maximum trap force, as well as an extended displacement range. As shown in

Fig. 4.6, we measure an enhancement of approximately 120% between the maximum

force of the linear range (within ± 100 nm of the trap center) to the maximum force of

the nonlinear range (± 230 nm).

For the purposes of validation, we obtained the drag coefficient ξ by fitting the power

spectrum of the beads fluctuations in the trap center (with no applied external force)

to a Lorentzian function using maximum likelihood estimation as described in [84]. Al-

ternatively, the drag coefficient can be estimated using ξ = 6πηr, where r is the bead

radius and η is the fluid shear viscosity. When the bead is held within a few radii of the

coverglass surface there is an additional correction to the drag coefficient, which has a

highly non-linear dependence on the height of the bead above the coverglass surface [47].

This distance is difficult to measure and as a consequence, introduces considerable errors

in the determination of ξ. The Stoke’s drag method also assumes that the drag coefficient

remains constant throughout the experiment, which may not be the case as the bead is

moved through regions of varying temperature or surface roughness. In particular, the

solution viscosity may be sensitive to temperature gradients around the focused laser

[85].

By contrast, our method of obtaining the force profile from only the position fluctua-

tions of the trapped particle requires no knowledge of the drag coefficient, avoiding these

issues altogether. We do require an estimate of the system temperature to calculate kBT ,

however this is fairly insensitive to temperature fluctuations. With our new method, a

change from 20◦C to 25◦C (293 to 298 K) results in only a 2% uncertainty in the stiffness

measurement; by contrast, the same 5◦C change causes a 12% change in the viscosity

of water corresponding to a 12% uncertainty in the forces calculated in the Stokes drag
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method. These viscosity changes can be even larger in other fluids, e.g. glycerol.
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Figure 4.6: Force profiles obtained from new calibration method (red triangles) com-
pared to traditional Stokes drag method (blue circles). In the Stokes drag method,
forces are equal to the external fluid drag forces applied to the bead. In the new
method, forces are calculated by measuring the local trap stiffnesses as a function
of bead displacement and integrating. (Displacement error bars are smaller than
the figure markers). Linear stiffnesses were measured at the trap center with no
external force and then extrapolated into the nonlinear range using the equation
Flinear = κlinearx: traditional Equipartition method (purple line), in which the stiff-
ness is found from a long measurement (typically 10 trials of 100s each) of the particle’s
thermal fluctuations under no external force, Power Spectrum method (blue dashed
line), in which the stiffness is found by using the same data to calculate and fit the
particle’s power spectrum, and new method (green line), which uses the same calcu-
lation as the Equipartition method on our particle position data before the constant
drag force is applied (typically using 20 trials of 1s of data each) (see Fig. 4.5(a)).
Reprinted with permission from [78], Optics Letters.

In summary, the method we describe allows robust measurement of the nonlinear force

profile of the trap and allows the experimenter to easily and accurately extend the force

and displacement range of an existing single-beam optical trap. Direct measurement of

the entire trap force profile avoids extrapolation of the linear range past its valid boundary
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and can account for minor asymmetries in the trapping beam. In contrast to prior

methods, our approach does not require independently calibrated forces or knowledge of

the size of the trapped particle, fluid viscosity and height of the bead above the surface,

simplifying considerably the calibration procedure. Our method works best when the

local trap stiffness is reasonably high, and therefore the extent of the particle fluctuations

σ (x∗) is small, providing good spatial resolution of the trap force profile. Although a stiff

trap provides good spatial resolution of the force profile, in this regime, the amplitude

of the fluctuations from background sources (i.e. mechanical vibrations and electronic

noise) can compete with that of the desired particle fluctuations, so care must be taken

to identify and eliminate possible sources of undesired fluctuations for best results.
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4.3 Using the Fluctuations Method in Low-Viscosity

Fluids

Our newly developed nonlinear calibration method that we described in Section 4.2

allows an experimenter to extend the force calibrations of an optical trap to include its

nonlinear range, thereby increasing the maximum trapping force that the instrument is

able to measure and apply, without requiring any hardware modifications, and without

needing to determine the sample chamber’s viscosity, the particle’s size, or the stage

velocity. Only an estimate of the sample chamber’s temperature is needed.
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However, in order to perform the Fluctuations calibrations, the experimenter needs

to apply a drag force up to the maximum trapping force in order to probe the farthest

extent of the trap. This can be challenging when trapping particles in water, where the

viscosity is very low. Consulting the Stokes’ drag force F = 6πηrv, we see that the only

way to make up for a low drag coefficient is either a larger particle or a higher velocity.

Many optical trapping setups use precise piezo stages to perform fine PSD calibrations

(see Section 2.3.5). Our PI 517 stage performed this function well, but its maximum

velocity was only 350 microns/s. With this stage, using a 1-micron diameter particle

in water, the maximum drag force we could apply was about 3 pN. Instead, we used a

mixture of glycerol and water to increase the viscosity.

It can be a hassle to increase the velocity capabilities of a optical trapping setup, and

it would be highly beneficial if experimenters did not have to make hardware changes in

order to use our Fluctuations method. In addition, in vitro experiments involving motor

proteins must be done in a water-based buffer.

Even if the experimenter were to install a stage with higher velocities, the signal to

noise ratio of the measurement decreases as the trap force increases, due to the reduced

magnitude of the particle’s fluctuations in the stiffer trap. For very high laser powers,

the accuracy of the calibration decreases significantly.

4.3.1 Theory

In this chapter, we present a method for circumventing this issue. We hypothesize

that the optical trapping forces at each displacement from the trap center should scale

linearly with the linear stiffness at the center of the trap, as is illustrated in Figure 4.7.

We expect this to be true because the optical trapping force depends on the intensity

gradient of our Gaussian laser beam[86] [87]–the shape of the beam doesn’t change when
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the laser power changes, only the magnitude of the beam intensity. Therefore, the shape

of the force vs. displacement curve should only be changed by a constant factor if the

power changes. The relationship between force and intensity gradient is described by the

Raleigh scattering approximation of the trapping force:

Ftrap =
2π

c
r3m

2 − 1

m2 + 1
∆I (x) (4.5)

where Ftrap is the trapping force, c is the speed of light in a vacuum, r is the particle

radius, m is the ratio of refractive indices of the particle and medium, and ∆I (x) is the

intensity gradient of the beam as a function of the radial position x.

We predict that we can obtain that constant factor by comparing the more easily

obtainable linear trap stiffnesses at high and low powers–if the whole curve should scale

linearly with power, then the linear stiffnesses, i.e. the slopes of the curves at the trap

center, should also scale linearly with the same scaling factor.

To make use of this property in an experiment, we would lower the trap power to a

level where the trapping forces are small enough compared to the drag forces in water,

and then calibrate the full nonlinear force vs. displacement curve using our Fluctuations

method. We would then raise the trap power to its maximum value and calibrate just

the linear stiffness at that high power, then calculate the ratio of the linear stiffnesses at

high and low power and use that ratio as the scaling factor with which to multiply the

low power trap force curve, thereby determining the shape of the force vs. displacement

curve at high trap power:

FHP
trap(x) =

κHPL
κLPL

FLP
trap(x) (4.6)

κHPL and κLPL are the linear stiffnesses of the trap at high and low power, respectively.

The trap could then be used to measure and apply forces at its highest power in
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Figure 4.7: Force vs. displacement curve shapes for an optical trap. The theoretical
optical trapping force vs. displacement curve has the shape of the derivative of a
Gaussian, because the force is proportional to the intensity gradient of the trap. We
predict that this shape should scale linearly with power, and that an experimenter
could calibrate the curve at low power, then use the ratio of linear stiffnesses to map
the low-power shape up to higher powers. The maximum force that our smaller piezo
stage can apply to 1-micron particles in water is 3 pN.

water, as the displacement to force mapping has been determined.

4.3.2 Validation

To test this hypothesis, we used 1 micron polystyrene beads in a sample chamber

filled with a mixture of about 60% glycerol and 30% percent water. The glycerol raised

the drag coefficient of the sample chamber fluid, which allowed us to apply high enough

drag forces to probe the entire nonlinear range of our maximally powered optical trap, to

compensate for the relatively low maximum velocity of our PI 517 piezo stage. We used
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both our new Fluctuations method and the Stokes’ Drag method to attempt to confirm

our hypothesis using both our new method and a more established method. For both of

these calibration methods, we moved the stage at a constant velocity to apply a constant

drag force to the bead and to displace it from the trap center by a constant distance. We

measured the displacement, and then calculated the trapping force using either the drag

force, or by integrating the trap stiffnesses from the variance of the bead’s fluctuations.

To compare the force vs. displacement curves of the trap at various laser powers, we

used the AOD to set the laser power to 100%, 50%, and 20% of its maximum power. We

first set the laser to 100% power, trapped a bead, then ran a LabVIEW vi to perform the

stage motions and the measurements for the Stokes’ Drag and Fluctuations calibration

methods. We then used the AOD to turn down the trap power to 50%, and waited about

20 minutes to allow the equipment and sample chamber to cool and come to equilibrium

to avoid observing any transient behaviors due to heat-induced expansion of the optics.

We performed the calibrations at 50% power, then lowered the power to 20%, waited 20

minutes, and repeated the calibrations a third time. We held onto the same bead for the

calibrations at all three trap powers so that slight differences in bead size or shape would

not affect the calibration curve shapes.

Figure 4.8 shows preliminary data suggesting that the trapping force curve is indeed

scalable with trap power.

As we mentioned above, these data were collected from beads in a mixture of water

and glycerol, but with the faster velocities made available by our PILine stage (see Section

2.4.2) similar measurements could be made in water.
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Figure 4.8: Force vs. displacement curves, unscaled and scaled by the proportions of
their linear stiffnesses. These data were calculated using the Stokes’ Drag method.
The scaling factors are 1.9 for the medium power curve, and 5.8 for the high power
curve.
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Chapter 5

Investigating the Distributions of

Diffusion Coefficients

5.1 Introduction

Diffusion has long been a topic of interest for the single molecule community, with

a primary focus on two- and three-dimensional diffusion inside cells. One-dimensional

diffusion has recently gained attention in the microtubule community due to the discovery

that tau diffuses along microtubules[39]. Other studies have demonstrated the diffusion

of various molecules along the microtubule lattice, including Myosin Va[88], EB1[40],

and charged nanoparticles[89]. Figure 5.1 shows kymographs of the diffusion of single

EB1 molecules along microtubules polymerized with GMPCPP provides, produced from

fluorescence imaging data by Lopez et al.[40].

In microtubule diffusion studies, particle trajectories are found by tracking the po-

sitions of single molecules over time, relative to a particle’s starting point. A diffusion

coefficient distribution can be obtained by calculating one diffusion coefficient for each

particle trajectory, and then plotting those diffusion coefficients in a histogram. There are
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Figure 5.1: Kymographs created by Ben Lopez showing fluorescently-labeled EB1
proteins diffusing along a GMPCPP-polymerized microtubule[40]. Each image rep-
resents a different particle trajectory, with the microtubule length represented in the
horizontal axis and time represented in the vertical axis. Reprinted from Cytoskele-
ton 73(1):23-34 (January 2016), by Benjamin J. Lopez and Megan T. Valentine[40].
Reprinted with permission from Wiley Online Library. ©2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Figure 5.2: Distributions of diffusion coefficients can be plotted when a diffusion coef-
ficient is calculated for each particle trajectory in a data set. a. As a first naive guess,
we expected that the shape of the diffusion coefficient distribution would be Gaussian;
however this shape is not reflected in b. experimental distributions obtained by Ben
Lopez (unpublished data) and c. Hinrichs et al., 2012[39]. Figure 5.2 c. was originally
published in the Journal of Biological Chemistry. Maike H. Hinrichs, Avesta Jalal,
Bernhard Brenner, Eckhard Mandelkow, Satish Kumar, and Tim Scholz. Tau Protein
Diffuses along the Microtubule Lattice. J. Biol. Chem. 2012; 287:38559-38568. ©the
American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.

a number of ways to calculate a diffusion coefficient from a particle trajectory, which will

be described in detail in the following sections. Without making any specific assumptions

about the diffusing system, it seems not unreasonable to expect that the distribution of

diffusion coefficients would be normally distributed, simply because experiments often

obtain Gaussian distributions from measured independent random samples. However,

the distributions of diffusion coefficients reported in studies in which single molecules

diffuse on microtubules typically look somewhat exponential[39] [90]. Figure 5.2 shows

two such plots of diffusion coefficient distributions.

These data inspire the question: why aren’t the distributions Gaussian? Can the

shape of the diffusion coefficient distribution tell us something about the underlying

biological system? On the other hand, could the non-normal distribution be caused by

experimental noise, analysis artifacts, or the stochastic nature of the motion?

Furthermore, there are many different methods, tools, and analysis choices used when
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calculating diffusion coefficients and their distributions, but a clear guide detailing which

techniques should be used under which circumstances does not exist. It would be of

particular interest to experimenters to have a road map for the best analysis practices to

use when experiments yield limited numbers of trajectories, time steps, or both.

It is believed that the microtubule associated protein tau can transition between

weakly-bound and strongly-bound states on the microtubule[39], in which the proteins are

either diffusing or static. The switching dynamics of tau are important to understanding

the biological functioning of these systems, and the ability to distinguish these different

states is critical to these investigations. It would therefore be enlightening to know

under what conditions an experimenter can resolve two distinct underlying populations

of diffusion coefficients.

We attempt to address these questions through both analytical approaches and sim-

ulations, and we focus on understanding the methods for obtaining an estimate of the

diffusion coefficient of a system. We find that the distribution of diffusion coefficients

is not necessarily Gaussian, but arises from Gamma-distributed mean squared displace-

ments.

5.2 Background

5.2.1 Diffusion Coefficient

Diffusion is the random process by which freely moving particles tend to spread out

over time, for example aroma molecules in air, or dye molecules in water. The diffusion

coefficient characterizes how quickly the molecules tend to spread, and is given in units

of distance squared per time, for example nm2

ms
.

Figure 5.3a shows the trajectories of 100 simulated diffusing particles. Over time,
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some particles remain close to their starting position, while others end up far from the

starting point; however, in pure diffusion the average displacement of an ensemble of

particles is always zero, as evidenced by the constant mean of the particle position dis-

tributions at different time steps in Figure 5.3b. The particle position distributions tend

to spread out over time, as particles have more chances to explore farther from their

starting places. This process is analogous to flipping a fair coin–any particular sequence

of coin flips is equally likely to occur, although there are many sequences that produce

equal numbers of heads and tails, and only fewer sequences that produce nearly all heads

or all tails. Our particle steps are like coin flips: with each new timestep, the particle

is equally likely to take a step forward as it is to take a backward step. Any particular

particle trajectory is just as likely to occur as any other, but there are more sequences

of steps that will lead the particle back to a position of zero than there are sequences

that will lead the particle very far from the starting position, which is why the distribu-

tion of particle positions increases toward the zero position. The distribution of particle

positions at any point in time is Gaussian.

In a purely diffusive system, the variance of the distribution of particle positions

increases linearly over time, which is expressed by the relation

〈x2〉 = 2dDt (5.1)

where d is the number of spatial dimensions that the particles can diffuse in, t is time,

and D is the diffusion coefficient. Thus, the diffusion coefficient is defined as the constant

that characterizes the magnitude of the increase in variance over time—the “speed” of

the spread.
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Figure 5.3: Caption appears on following page.
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Figure 5.3: Example simulated particle positions and displacements, with 1025 time steps,

1024 trajectories, and using the fully overlapping binning scheme (see Section 5.3). Plots

a. and c. only show the first 100 trajectories to simplify the visualization, but plots b.

and d. were created using all trajectories. Dashed black lines in a. and c. are included

to help the eye compare the highlighted curves to the zero gridlines. a. Discrete particle

positions plotted as a function of the simulated time steps. A random trajectory is highlighted

to show that, while the ensemble distribution of particle positions spreads out over time,

individual particles can lead winding trajectories because each unique collection of particle

steps is equally likely to occur. b. Distributions of particle positions plotted at several

different time steps. The particle position distribution tends to spread out over time, and

the diffusion coefficient is used to characterize that spread, as described by Equation 5.1. c.

Average particle displacements plotted against time lag (see Section 5.2.2 for a description of

displacements) Each time lag is associated with many displacements, so these are averaged

together to obtain one average displacement value for each time lag. The highlighted average

displacement vs. time lag curve is atypical, but illustrative, in that it exhibits different

behaviors on different time scales: its average displacements are close to zero for short time

spans (lag of 0 to about 200), slightly negative average displacements at medium time scales

(lag of about 200 to 900), and positive average displacements at long time scales (lag of about

950 to 1024–the particle ended up at a positive position, which is a net positive displacement

from it starting position of zero.). By following some of the other average displacement vs.

time lag curves, we can see that most of the particle trajectories have either positive or

negative average displacements at all time scales. d. Distributions of particle displacements

plotted at several different time lags. Note that ALL particle displacements, not the average

displacements, were used to calculate these distributions. The variance of the displacement

distributions is also characterized by the diffusion coefficient, as described by Equation 5.4.

(Note that in b. and d. histogram count values of 0 were removed for plotting, to make

the distributions easier to visualize. Due to the discrete nature of the simulations, there are

positions and displacements that particles cannot reach at any particular time step (odd or

even positions or displacements cannot be reached at even and odd time steps, respectively).

These zero values are not representative of the true distributions of the position and dis-

placement histograms, and only make it difficult to see the underlying Gaussian distributions.)

5.2.2 Mean Squared Displacement

The term displacement generally means the difference between a starting and ending

point. In diffusion, we can refer to a number of different types of displacements, which

can be confusing without proper context. When we talk about the displacements in
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the Mean Squared Displacement (MSD), we are talking about the distances between the

positions occupied by a particle in one single trajectory. One way to find displacements

is to take the differences between the particle’s starting point and the particle’s position

at each moment in time. In this way, we would get one displacement for each time point.

However, we don’t have to limit ourselves to using the particle’s starting point as the

reference for all displacements. Instead, we can think of the particle’s trajectory as lots

of min-trajectories stitched together. For example, we can divide the particle’s trajectory

into segments of equal lengths of time, and obtain many displacements for each length

of time used by finding how far the particle moved in that amount of time. In other

words, we take the beginning of each segment as a starting point, and find out how much

the particle was displaced in the amount of time defining the segment. We call the time

lengths “time lags” or “lags” and denote them with the symbol τ . Figure 5.6 illustrates

the segmenting of a particle trajectory into non-overlapping segments or bins.

For small lags, we can divide a trajectory into many segments, and obtain many

displacements for each lag, for example imagine dividing a 10-second-long trajectory into

5 portions of 2 seconds each, obtaining 5 different displacements. As the time lag gets

larger, the number of displacements we can obtain decreases, for example if we divide

the 10-second-long trajectory into 5-second-long segments we can only get two of those

segments. We can also overlap the time lag segments to get more displacements by using

different binning schemes, which we explain in detail in Section 5.3.2 and Figures 5.4–5.6.

The calculation of MSD as a function of lag, when using fully overlapping segments,

is described by the equation:

MSD = 〈∆x2(τ)〉 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[x (i∆t+ τ)− x (i∆t)]2 (5.2)

for time lags of τ = mτmin,m = 1, 2, 3, ...M ,
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where x is the particle position, τ is the time lag, τmin is the smallest time lag value,

m is the discrete lag or lag index, i is the index of the time step, ∆t is the time increment

of one time step, and N is the number of overlapping segments that the trajectory can

be cut into at lag index m (N = number of discrete time steps - m for fully overlapping

bins). The time lag τ in actual units of time is equal to the discrete lag m multiplied by

the amount of time spanned the minimum lag, τmin (and τmin is often set equal to the

time of one time step, ∆t). For fully overlapping bins, the largest possible lag index, M ,

is equal to the number of time steps - 1.

For each trajectory, we obtain one Mean Squared Displacement for each time lag. To

do this, we pick a time lag, and divide the trajectory into equal portions each having

duration equal to the time lag. We calculate how far the particle moves during each

time segment, and obtain one displacement for each segment. We then square each

displacement, add them all up, and divide by the number of segments we had. Again,

each time lag will produce a different number of segments, and we must divide the sum of

squares of the displacements by the corresponding number of segments. To summarize,

the MSD is obtained by calculating the mean of many squared displacements.

We repeat this process for many different time lags of increasing durations, and

obtain a list of MSD values corresponding to the lags. Often in experiments, observation

techniques such as imaging provide a natural discretization of time that is used to decide

which time lags to use. For example, for a camera frame rate of 20 frames/s, a natural

minimum lag time to choose would be the camera frame time, or 0.05s, and multiples of

0.05s would then be used as larger lags.

The MSD has units of distance squared, for example nm2. MSD is analogous to

the variance of the particle position distribution, in that it is related to the diffusion
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coefficient through the equation:

MSD = 2dDτ (5.3)

where τ is the time lag, and d and D are again the dimensions and diffusion coefficient,

respectively.

We can also think of the MSD as the spread of the displacements over time, which

also increases linearly with time, according to the relation:

〈(∆x)2〉 = 2dDτ (5.4)

where ∆x represents displacement. An illustration of the displacement spreading is

shown in Figure 5.3 b and c. As one would expect, the variance of the displacement

distributions at various time lags is also equal to 2dDτ .

Equation 5.3 implies that one could plot MSD vs. time lag, and obtain an estimate of

the diffusion coefficient D from the slope of the line. While strictly speaking this is true,

MSD is an ensemble property, which means that its relations are only accurate when

we look at enough data. An experimenter needs to obtain either a very long trajectory

and have many displacements to average together, or must average together MSD vs. τ

curves from many different trajectories, in order for Equation 5.3 to hold with reasonable

accuracy.

In Figure 5.7 a, MSD vs. τ plots from simulated single trajectories with 1024 time

steps do not appear particularly linear (see Section 5.3 for details on how these simulations

were performed), and the single molecule experiments we discuss in this chapter typically

have far fewer data points due to measurement limitations. Note also that MSD curves

are bound to appear less linear with increasing lag because the number of displacements

of length τ necessarily decreases, which makes the MSD at large lags less averaged.
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This inaccuracy is not, however, due to any measurement noise, but rather to the

underlying stochastic nature of diffusive processes. Although the ensemble follows par-

ticular relations, individual particles will have widely varying trajectories, and it is only

by averaging many displacements, trajectories, or both, that the ensemble relations be-

come accurate.

5.2.3 Single Molecule Particle Tracking

Measuring the diffusion coefficient of single molecules diffusing on microtubules is

exceedingly difficult. Fluorescence microscopy is used to measure a signal coming from a

labeled particle as it moves along the microtubule lattice. Thanks to advanced cameras

and averaging techniques, typical localization errors in particle positions are on the order

of 10 to 40 nm. However, the number of measurements obtainable is quite small, due

to photobleaching and particles unbinding from the microtubule. For example, Lopez’s

experiments were performed with a camera frame rate of 20 frames/s, and particle tra-

jectories up to about 1 s long were measured[40]. This produced only 20 frames of data

to work with.

The time consuming nature of these measurements limits the number of particle tra-

jectories an experimenter can reasonably obtain. Lopez obtained an astounding number

of trajectories: between 450 and 1700 trajectories for each different set of microtubule

conditions that were studied.

The fields of Fluorescence Photobleaching Recovery (FPR) and Fluorescence Corre-

lation Spectroscopy (FCS) deal with similar data collection challenges as Single Particle

Tracking (SPT). Elliot L. Elson notes that ”Because of its stringent requirements for

stability of sample and measuring system and the long periods required for data accu-

mulation, FCS is generally more difficult to use than is FPR and is typically unsuitable
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for measurements on living systems such as cells in culture.”[91] Qian et al. argue the

advantages of SPT over FPR and FCS for measurement of diffusion coefficient in cells,

pointing out that SPT allows the experimenter to observe qualitative changes in single

particle behavior, such as when a particle moves over regions of varying ”roughness”[92].

With regard to amount of data required for a good measurement, Petersen invokes a

figure-of-merit for the fluorescence intensity that is proportional to the square root of the

number of data points collected[93]. Qian notes that uncertainties in FCS measurements

are inversely proportional to the number of measurements[94].

5.2.4 Prior Studies on Diffusion Coefficient Distributions

In 1997, Michael Saxton used simulations to study the distributions of the diffusion

coefficients calculated from single particle trajectories diffusing in two dimensions[95].

Saxton was interested in whether the distributions of diffusion coefficients of proteins and

lipids diffusing in the cell membrane might reflect the heterogeneity of the membrane.

He estimated diffusion coefficients by simulating diffusing particles, plotting each particle

trajectory’s MSDs vs. time lags curve, fitting a line to each curve, and calculating D from

the line’s slope. In this way Saxton obtained one diffusion coefficient for each particle

trajectory.

While Saxton was primarily concerned with the effects of obstacles on diffusion in

cells, his work shows that the distributions of diffusion coefficients even in unobstructed

2D diffusion are not always Gaussian (See Figure 5.10 a), and that the shape of the

distribution changes with both number of time steps simulated and number of lags used

when fitting lines to the MSD curves. Saxton’s plots show that the distribution shape

seems to morph continuously from Gaussian into a shape reminiscent of a lognormal

distribution. Saxton’s diffusion coefficients displayed in Figure 5.10 a) were calculated by
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fitting lines to the MSD vs. time lag curves of individual simulated particle trajectories,

without weighting the fit or forcing the y-intercept to zero.

Saxton did not, however, provide an explanation for why the distributions appear in

these alternate shapes, but he wrote that “Wade et al. (1989) found the distribution of

D to be lognormal and used the geometric mean as the value of D.”[95] Wade, in the

aforementioned paper, writes “The values of Dlat [the lateral diffusion coefficient in B

lymphoma cells] typically are not a normal distribution. Accordingly, geometric mean

Dlat were calculated from normally distributed lnD.”[96] Again, no explanation is given

for why the distribution of diffusion coefficients should be non-Gaussian, or lognormal in

particular.

5.3 Diffusion Simulations

To investigate these questions, we performed simulations to model diffusion. In this

way we were able to show what a pure diffusive process should look like in the absence of

measurement noise, and to clearly visualize the underlying relationships between particle

positions, mean squared displacements, and diffusion coefficients.

5.3.1 Simulating Particle Trajectories

The basic rules of the simulation are simple: we create a fixed number of evenly-

spaced time steps, and allow a particle to take one step either forward or backward with

each time step. The particle is equally likely to take a backward step as it is a forward

step. The particle is not allowed to sit still during a time step–it must take one discrete

step with each time step. The cumulative displacements from the starting position that

the particle reaches by taking its discrete steps are known as the particle’s ‘positions’.

The collection of the positions that the particle reaches over the time steps are referred
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to as the particle’s ‘trajectory’. We simulated many different particle trajectories for our

analyses.

We simulated particle trajectories in MATLAB, using MATLAB’s random number

generator. First, we generated a uniformly distributed random binary matrix, in which

each matrix element is either a 1 or a zero (with equal probability). We designated the

rows of the matrix as representing individual particle trajectories, and the columns as

representing time steps of the trajectory. The 1 values in the matrix represented particle

steps forward, and the 0s represented steps backward. We use the shorthand names

NTraj to indicate the number of particle trajectories used in an analysis, and NT to

mean the number of time steps used in each trajectory.

We generated a large file of random binary data with 10 000 x 10 000 elements, and

saved it to the disk. In this way, we can use the same data repeatedly without having to

generate new trajectories each time, and we can compare how different analysis methods

work on the same data set. We also cut this data into subsets: for example, for our

studies we used only the first 1024 trajectories and the first 1025 time steps. This gives

the option in the future to run a new analysis that uses more trajectories and time steps;

because we made use of the same data as in the smaller analysis, we would be able to

compare the results as though we had simply added more particle trajectories to our data

set. This would be analogous to an experimenter asking the question “what would my

results look like if I observed additional particle trajectories or steps and added them to

my data set?”

To convert our binary data into particle trajectories, we first converted all of the 0s

in the matrix to -1s. Next, we replaced the entire first column of the matrix (i.e. the first

time step of each trajectory) into 0s. We did this for analysis convenience, to give each

trajectory a common starting position of 0. (Note that we used 1025 time steps to ensure

that each trajectory would have 1024 displacements of time lag = 1 with respect to the
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particles’ starting position of 0.) Next we transformed the particle steps into particle

positions (relative to the starting point of 0) by calculating the cumulative sum of the

steps along the columns of the matrix. For example, if the first five particle steps of a

trajectory were [+1 -1 -1 -1 +1], then we would replace the first element to zero to obtain

[0 -1 -1 -1 +1], and then cumulatively sum the columns to obtain our particle positions:

[0 -1 -2 -3 -2]. This example would have 5 rows of particle positions, but the particle

would have taken only 4 “time steps” relative to its starting position (see Figure 5.4 for

illustrations of time steps, particle steps, and particle positions).

5.3.2 Binning schemes for calculating Mean Squared Displace-

ment

There are several binning schemes that can be used when finding the displacements

used to calculate MSD. First, fully overlapping bins can be used, in which all possible

displacements that have a duration of the lag time are used (Figure 5.4.) Each lag bin is

simply shifted over by 1 time step from the previous bin. Lags up to NT-1 can be used,

because the largest lag possible is the time difference between time step NT and time

step 1.

Next, half-overlapping bins overlap each other halfway, each bin starting at the last

bin’s endpoint minus half the bin size (Figure 5.5). With half overlapping bins, only lags

of even value are used, because with discrete time steps it would be unclear where to

start the next odd-valued bin. Lags up to the nearest even lag less than NT - 1 can be

used.

Finally, non overlapping bins do not overlap each other at all (Figure 5.6). Each bin

starts at the endpoint of the last bin.

Non overlapping bins have the advantage of being uncorrelated, but they do introduce
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a bias. Saxton described this phenomenon in his 1997 study of diffusion coefficient

distributions: “...in the average over independent pairs [non overlapping bins], trajectory

points are sampled differently depending on how many prime factors the number of the

time step has.”[95]

Fully overlapping bins, on the other hand, make use of all the data, but are highly

correlated. It is possible to account for this oversampling in the calculation of statistical

quantities by adjusting the degrees of freedom to dof = 1.4m/j, where m is the discrete

time step and j is the discrete lag [97].

5.3.3 Calculating Diffusion Coefficient

The theoretical diffusion coefficient for our simulations can be found from Equation

5.1, using the discrete simulated position and time steps as reference units:

Dsim = (1 step)2 / 2*1*(1 time step) = 0.5 steps2/time step

where d = 1 because our simulations are 1-dimensional.

In our simulations, we used Equation 5.3 to calculate diffusion coefficients in order

to be able to compare our distributions of diffusion coefficients to Saxton’s results, and

to experimental results found from fitting lines. First, we fitted lines to each MSD vs.

lag curve for our simulated particle trajectories and obtained the diffusion coefficient as

described by Equation 5.3. We compared line fits to all of the MSD data to lines fitted to

only a portion of the MSD data: we fit a line to the MSD vs. lag data from a lag of 0 to a

lag of ND, where ND represents the value of the maximum lag used in a particular fit. We

also compared the choice to force the -intercept of the fit to be zero or not. Since the true

MSD of a trajectory at a time lag of 0 is by definition 0, then we can make the argument

that a line fit that accurately represents a particular MSD should also have a value of 0

at a lag of 0. This also holds with the fact that diffusion coefficients should have positive
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Figure 5.4: Fully overlapping binning scheme. We simulate discrete time steps, and
allow each particle to step either forward or backward with each time step. By cumula-
tively adding the steps, we calculate the particles’ positions at each time step, starting
each trajectory from the reference position of 0. Particle displacements are then cal-
culated for each integer time lag value. In the fully overlapping binning scheme, we
use all possible pairs of positions that are a certain lag apart to find our particle
displacements. The displacements are the distance a particle travels during the lag
time from any particular starting point. Displacements can have positive or negative
values. All integer lags up to the total number of simulated time steps minus one
(NT-2) are used in the fully overlapping binning scheme.

values, and when the y-intercept is forced to 0 then the slope of any resulting line fit

of MSD vs. lag data must be positive. In addition to selecting only the first portion of

MSD data from 0 up to ND, we alternatively selected out only the MSD data at octave
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Figure 5.5: Half overlapping binning scheme. In this scheme, bins are only allowed
to overlap by half their time length. Because our simulations use discrete time steps,
only even-valued integer time lags can be used, as odd-valued time lags would add a
lop-sidedness to the overlap. Lags with a value up to the nearest even integer to NT-1
are used.

lags (lags of powers of 2). Octave lags have the advantage of weighting all frequencies of

particle motion equally. The line fitting choices and conditions are illustrated in Figure

5.7.

We used these line fitting methods in combination with the various binning schemes

described in Section 5.3.2.
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Figure 5.6: Non overlapping binning scheme. In this scheme, the displacements do
not overlap, though they do share endpoints. Integer lag values up to NT-1 are used.
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Figure 5.7: Caption appears on following page.
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Figure 5.7: Example simulated MSDs and the resulting distributions of diffusion coefficients

calculated from line fits to the MSDs, with 1025 time steps, 1024 trajectories, and using the

fully overlapping binning scheme. In a., c., and e., only the first 100 trajectories are shown

to simplify the visualization, but in b., d., and f., all trajectories are used to calculate the

distributions. a. A line is fitted to the highlighted trajectory and its slope is used to calculate

D using Equation 5.3. The rest of the MSD curves display a fairly wide range of slopes. b.

The distribution of diffusion coefficients obtained by fitting lines to each MSD vs. lag curve.

All MSD data up to a lag of 1024 are used, which we notate as ND = 1024. c. MSD data

above a lag of 512 are ignored, and lines are fitted to the remaining MSD data. d. Distribution

of diffusion coefficients obtained by fitting lines to each trajectory up to a lag of 512, which we

notate as ND = 512. e. We show here only the MSD data corresponding to octave lags (lags

of powers of 2), and a fit line is shown for the octave lag points of the highlighted trajectory.

f. Distribution of diffusion coefficients obtained by fitting only the MSD data correspond-

ing to octave lags. Octave lags up to 1024 are used, so we say that ND = 1024 for this case also.

5.3.4 Verification that Simulations Accurately Model 1D Dif-

fusion

First, we validated the ability of our simulations to accurately model 1D diffusion

by plotting histograms of particle positions vs. time and calculating corresponding from

Equation 5.1 at time steps 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, and 1024. This process was

done for simulations with 1025 time steps and 1024 trajectories. This is a nice first

check to do because it is independent of any binning methods, as the MSD has not yet

been calculated. We are only looking at how our particles’ positions spread out over

the simulated time. These histograms are shown in Figure 5.3b. The table in Figure

5.8 shows diffusion coefficients calculated from these particle position histograms, which

match the theoretical simulation diffusion coefficient of 0.5 steps2/timestep within the

calculated uncertainty.

We then used MSD data calculated using the fully overlapping binning scheme and

plotted histograms of the particle displacements vs. time lag, shown in Figure 5.3d. We
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Figure 5.8: Diffusion coefficients calculated from the distributions of simulated par-
ticle positions at various time steps shown in Figure 5.3b., using Equation 5.1. Blue
rows: diffusion coefficients calculated from a Gaussian fit to the histograms, with
uncertainty propagated from confidence intervals on the fit parameter. Green rows:
diffusion coefficients found by directly calculating the variance of the particle posi-
tion values, with uncertainty propagated from the standard error of the variance. All
diffusion coefficients in the table match the theoretical simulated diffusion coefficient
of 0.5 steps2/timestep within their uncertainties, which supports the claim that the
simulations have accurately represented diffusive behavior.

calculated diffusion coefficients from each histogram for lags of 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256,

and 1024, which are shown in the table in Figure 5.9. These diffusion coefficients also

match the theoretical simulation diffusion coefficient within the calculated uncertainty.

These two checks show that our simple simulations accurately model diffusive behav-

ior, and that we can extract the simulated diffusion coefficient of 0.5 steps2/timestep

from our simulated particle trajectories.

Another technique that is commonly used to verify diffusive behavior is to plot MSD

vs. lag on a log-log scale. A brief discussion of this technique and its results are shown

in Appendix B.

5.3.5 Distributions of Diffusion Coefficients

To gain insight into the question of diffusion coefficient distributions, we reproduced

one of Saxton’s 1997 plots showing how the distribution of diffusion coefficients changes
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Figure 5.9: Diffusion coefficients calculated from the distributions of simulated par-
ticle displacements at various time steps shown in Figure 5.3d., using Equation 5.4.
Blue rows: diffusion coefficients calculated from a Gaussian fit to the histograms, with
uncertainty propagated from confidence intervals on the fit parameter. Green rows:
diffusion coefficients found by directly calculating the variance of the particle displace-
ment values, with uncertainty propagated from the standard error of the variance. All
diffusion coefficients in the table match the theoretical simulated diffusion coefficient
of 0.5 steps2/timestep within their uncertainties, which supports the claim that the
simulations have accurately represented diffusive behavior.

as the amount of MSD data used decreases[95]. Our reproduction is shown side-by-side

with Saxton’s results in Figure 5.10. Our figure matches Saxton’s with minor differences.

Figure 5.10c is a zoomed-out version of the figure which shows the long tail that Saxton’s

plot cuts off. These diffusion coefficient distributions seem to transition continuously

from Gaussian to non-Gaussian.
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Figure 5.10: Caption appears on following page.
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Figure 5.10: Change in diffusion coefficient distributions as amount of MSD data used

increases. a. Simulation results from Saxton, 1997[95]. Reprinted from Biophysical Journal,

72/4, Michael J. Saxton, Single-particle tracking: the distribution of diffusion coefficients,

1744-1753, Copyright 1997, with permission from Elsevier. Saxton used 1024 time steps. The

number of trajectories used was not stated. Diffusion coefficients were found by fitting lines

to MSD vs. lag curves and using Equation 5.3. ND denotes that MSD vs. lag data was used

for lags from 0 to ND, when calculating the line fits. The y-intercepts of the line fits were

not forced to zero, which is why some diffusion coefficients less than zero were found. The

fully overlapping binning scheme was used when calculating MSD, and the line fits were not

weighted. The distributions of diffusion coefficients seem to morph from Gaussian to something

like a lognormal distribution as ND increases. b. We repeated Saxton’s simulation conditions

in 1 dimension. We used what we denote as 1025 time steps, which is the same as Saxton’s

notated 1024 time steps due to a difference in indexing. We used 1024 particle trajectories.

We also fitted lines to MSD vs. lag data from lags of 0 to ND, did not force the y-intercepts of

the fits to 0, and used the fully-overlapping binning scheme. The diffusion coefficients in this

plot are normalized by the theoretical diffusion coefficient of our simulations, Dsim = 0.5, to

compare to Saxton’s simulated diffusion coefficient of 1. c. Zoomed-out version of b., showing

the long tails of some of the distributions. This version is unnormalized, showing the absolute

diffusion coefficient.

Figure 5.11: Mean diffusion coefficients directly calculated from the distributions of
diffusion coefficients in Figure 5.10c, with standard deviation and standard error of
the mean of the diffusion coefficients. SEM and STD are given to get a sense of the
distribution, but are not good estimates of uncertainty in diffusion coefficient, be-
cause the distributions of diffusion coefficients are not Gaussian. Despite the widely
varying shapes of the distributions of the diffusion coefficients, the mean of the distri-
bution is consistently equal to 0.5 steps2/timestep, which was the theoretical diffusion
coefficient of our simulations.

In Figure 5.12, we show distributions of diffusion coefficients for different binning
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schemes and with y-intercepts forced or not forced to zero. The different binning schemes

don’t make much difference in the distributions of diffusion coefficients. The choice to

force the y-intercept to zero also doesn’t make much difference, other than to eliminate

negative diffusion coefficients.
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Figure 5.12: Caption appears on following page.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of different binning schemes and line fits. A grid of plots shows

the distributions of diffusion coefficients made with line fits whose y-intercepts were either

forced to 0 or not, and using either a fully-, half-, or non-overlapping binning scheme. These

simulations were made with 1025 time steps and 1024 trajectories. The different calculation

methods produced very minor differences.

5.3.6 Distributions of Mean Squared Displacements

Since the distributions of diffusion coefficients we calculated come from fitting the

MSD vs. lag curves, an understanding of MSD distribution is crucial to understanding

the distributions of diffusion coefficients. Figure 5.13 shows distributions of Mean Squared

Displacements calculated using the non-overlapping binning scheme, at various time lags.

In 2010, Xavier Michalet published a derivation of MSD distributions[98] (specifically for

MSDs calculated using the non-overlapping binning scheme), describing them as Gamma

distributed with parameters relating to time lag. We show this distribution below, using

the shape-scale factor parameterization of the Gamma distribution, with our variable

names, and setting the localization error terms that Michalet describes for modeling

experimental positioning uncertainty to zero:

PDFMSD =
1

Γ (k) θk
xk−1e

−x
θ (5.5)

k = bNT
τ
c, θ =

α
bNT
τ
c

τ

(5.6)

where Γ is the Gamma function, k is the Gamma distribution shape parameter,

theta is the Gamma distribution scale parameter, NT is the number of timesteps in our

simulation, τ is the time lag, and α is the average displacement a particle moves between

camera frames, which for our simulation is simply equal to 1 time step per ‘frame’. b∗c
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represents the integer part, or floor function.

This expression for the distribution of the MSD changes based on the time lag, τ .

In Figure 5.13, we plot our simulated MSD distributions (also using MSDs calculated

with the non-overlapping binning scheme). We compare our distributions to Michalet’s

predicted distribution, and also show a Gamma fit to our distributions, with parameters

k and θ shown in the table in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. Our simulated MSD distributions

are well fit with Gamma functions at each time lag, and we see a clear transition in the

distributions from Gaussian to Gamma as the time lag increases, as Michalet predicted.

The shape and scale factors found by our Gamma fits differ significantly from those

predicted by Michalet, but the confidence intervals on the Gamma fit parameters are

quite large, which could imply that the shape of the fitted distribution could be quite

variable.

Gaussian distributions are a subset of Gamma distributions; a Gamma distribution

becomes Gaussian when the shape factor k grows large. The greater the lag, the more

time particles have to make larger excursions, and because MSD is a squared quantity, the

largest excursions, though rare, are amplified. Because the MSDs are Gamma distributed

with shape and scale factors that change with time lag, the fit lines on MSD vs. time lag

curves used to calculate diffusion coefficient will incorporate points from many different

distribution shapes. Thus, the higher the final lag, ND, in the fit, the less Gaussian the

distribution of diffusion coefficients becomes.

5.3.7 Keeping Number of Displacements Constant for Each Lag

Time

As the lag increases, the number of displacements that can be computed necessarily

decreases (for example, with 1025 time steps, there is only 1 displacement possible for a
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Figure 5.13: Distributions of MSD’s calculated using the non-overlapping binning
scheme. Colored lines show simulated MSD distribution data. Red dashed lines are
a Gamma fit, with parameters k and theta shown in the table in Figures 5.14 and
5.15. Black lines show Michalet’s predicted MSD distribution[98] (Equations 5.5 and
5.6). (Non-overlapping binning scheme was used to be able to compare simulated
distributions to Michalet’s theoretical MSD distribution, which was derived for a
non-overlapping binning scheme.)

lag of 1024–the displacement between the first and final time step.) This also means that

as the lag increases, the MSD is computed using fewer and fewer squared displacements

averaged together. That is, as lag increases, the MSD becomes less of an averaged

quantity.

To understand the effects of this phenomenon, we re-computed the mean squared

displacements, but held the number of displacements constant–for each time lag, we
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Figure 5.14: Gamma distribution shape factor. Blue rows show k with 95% confidence
bounds found by fitting the simulated MSD distributions in Figure 5.13 (red dashed
lines show the fit). Yellow row shows Michalet’s predicted k[98] (Equations 5.5 and
5.6)

Figure 5.15: Gamma distribution scale factor. Blue rows show theta with 95% con-
fidence bounds found by fitting the simulated MSD distributions in Figure 5.13 (red
dashed lines show the fit). Yellow row shows Michalet’s predicted theta[98] (Equation
5.5 and 5.6)

computed displacements as usual, but then randomly selected a certain number of them

to be used in the MSD computation. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.16. We

use the shorthand term “NumDisps” to describe the number of displacements randomly

selected for use in the MSD computation.

We repeated these calculations for several different values of NumDisps. Figure 5.17

shows the MSD vs. time lag curves computed using different values of NumDisps. As

NumDisps increases, the “noisiness” of the MSD curve decreases, as the MSD incorpo-

rates more displacements averaged together. Although MSD vs. time lag curves should

become more linear either as more data is incorporated into them (whether by including

more time steps or more displacements, or by averaging multiple MSD curves together),

but the curves in Figure 5.17 do not become noticeably more linear at the scales of
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Figure 5.16: Illustration of how we calculated MSDs based on constant numbers of
displacements, or as we call this parameter, constant NumDisps. For one calcula-
tion of MSD with constant NumDisps, we first select the value of NumDisps–in this
illustration, NumDisps = 4. For each lag, we then randomly select NumDisps (4)
displacements, square them, sum them, and then divide by NumDisps (4) to get the
MSD value at that particular lag. Contrary to traditional MSD calculations, where
the number of displacements increases as lag increases, holding NumDisps constant
lets us compare MSD vs. lag curves where all lags use the ‘same amount of data’ in
their MSD value. When we have a constant NumDisps, we can calculate MSD for
a lag up to NT - NumDisps (where NT is the number of time steps in the particle
trajectory).

NumDisps shown–this suggests that quite a lot more data is needed before individual

MSD trajectories will converge to a line with a slope that will give a good estimate of

the population diffusion coefficient.

The changes in MSD distribution with NumDisps are shown in Figure 5.18. These

MSD distributions appear to converge to the Gamma functions predicted by Michalet
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Figure 5.17: Mean squared displacement curves calculated for several constant
NumDisps, with NT = 1025, NTraj = 1024, and using the fully overlapping bin-
ning scheme. Only the first 100 trajectories out of 1024 were plotted for ease of
visualization. Note that as NumDisps increases, the maximum lag at which the MSD
can be calculated decreases. As NumDisps increases, the MSD vs. time lag curves
become less “noisy”, as they incorporate more data points into the average.

as NumDisps increases, but seem to have entirely different shapes for small NumDisps.

Looking at the corresponding lags in Figure 5.17, the MSD curves do appear to “tighten”

towards 0 as NumDisps increases. This effect persists when we repeat the calculations

using the non-overlapping binning scheme, implying that it is not caused by a change in

correlation between displacements as NumBins changes.

Figure 5.20 shows distributions in diffusion coefficients found using constant numbers
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Figure 5.18: Distributions of mean squared displacements as functions of time lag and
NumDisps, NT = 1025, NTraj = 1024, using the fully overlapping binning scheme.

of displacements in the MSD calculations. These distributions show very similar shape

trends to those in Figures 5.10 and 5.12, in that the distributions appear nearly Gaussian

for small ND and non-Gaussian for large ND. This supports the idea that the distributions

of diffusion coefficients naturally become non-Gaussian as the lag increases, and that the

non-Gaussian shapes are not caused by a insufficient amounts of data.
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Figure 5.19: Distributions of mean squared displacements as functions of time lag and
NumDisps, NT = 1025, NTraj = 1024, using the non overlapping binning scheme.

5.3.8 Distinguishing Static Particle populations

One particular challenge in studying single molecule diffusion on microtubules is de-

termining whether or not some fraction of the particles are actually static, and whether

the proteins switch between strongly- and weakly-bound states, as it is believed with

tau[39]. Measurement noise, including the slight motion of microtubules fixed to a sur-

face, makes it extremely difficult to determine by eye whether a particle is static or

diffusing.

In his study of EB1 diffusing on microtubules, Ben Lopez attempted to distinguish a
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Figure 5.20: Distributions of diffusion coefficients found by fitting lines to MSD vs.
lag curves that were calculated using a constant number of displacements, NumDisps.
ND is the maximum lag that was used to create the fit. NT = 1025, NTraj = 1024,
fully overlapping binning scheme, y-intercept was not forced to zero.

static EB1 population by measuring the perceived diffusion coefficient of EB1 molecules

that were purposefully immobilized as a control[40]. Lopez measured a value of 0.001

µm2/s as the immobilized EB1 diffusion coefficient, and hoped to use this as a cutoff

value to differentiate diffusing EB1 molecules from static EB1 molecules. However, the

measured distribution of diffusion coefficients showed a continuous rise in the counts as

D decreased (Figure 5.2b), in an exponential-looking distribution, and no clear cutoff

value between static and diffusing populations could be determined.
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After seeing the non-Gaussian nature of many of our simulated diffusion coefficient

distributions, we wanted to model the experimental conditions of Lopez’s EB1 data to

see what fraction of diffusion coefficients would have a value less than or equal to 0.001

µm2/s, in a pure diffusive process without measurement noise.

Lopez’s experiments included a camera frame rate of 20 frames/s, and the measured

particle trajectories typically lasted for less than 1 second before the particle bleached

or detached from the microtubule. Lopez was able to gather between 450 and 1700

particle trajectories for each of the different microtuble conditions he looked at, and the

mean diffusion coefficients DExperimental ranged from 0.1 to 0.4 for different microtubule

conditions.

Since the underlying step size of the EB1 diffusive process is unknown, we decided

to us a new simulation method to model Lopez’s experimental conditions. Instead of

producing discrete random particle steps, we instead replaced the particle steps with

continuous random particle displacements pulled from a Gaussian distribution. For each

particle trajectory, we pulled NT values from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of

0 and a variance equal to 2 ∗ DExperimental ∗ ∆t, using a DExperimental of 0.1 µ2m/s–one

displacement value for each time step. For NT, we used 1 second * 20 frames/s = 20

frames, or time steps. We set the first displacement value to 0 to create a common

starting point for the trajectories, and then cumulatively summed these displacement

values to obtain the particle’s positions over time. Each time step represented 1 camera

frame, each with a time change of 1 / 20 frames/s = 0.05 s. We simulated 1000 of these

trajectories.

We used the fully overlapping binning scheme to calculate the MSD of the trajectories,

and then calculated diffusion coefficients by fitting lines to the MSD vs lag curves. We

did not force the y-intercepts of the fits to zero.

Figure 5.21a and b show the simulated particle positions over time and their distribu-
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tions, as validations that these simulations correctly model diffusion. The table in Figure

5.22 show diffusion coefficients calculated from particle position distributions according

to Equation 5.1. All of these calculated diffusion coefficients match the experimental and

simulated DExperimental value of 0.1 µ2m/s within their uncertainty.

Figure 5.21d shows the distributions of diffusion coefficients calculated from these

simulations, by fitting lines to the MSD vs. lag curves and using the lags from 0 to

ND. It is interesting to note that none of these distributions looks particularly Gaussian,

which reflects the distribution shape that Lopez found in Figure 5.2b. Lopez typically

cut off his MSD trajectories at 1/3 of their largest lag, which would correspond to an

ND between 0.2 and 0.4 for our plot.

Due to our modified simulation procedure of sampling from a Gaussian distribution,

the “step size” of this process is effectively infinitely small, but is technically related to

the number of significant digits used in our computations. By sampling displacements

from a “continuous” Gaussian distribution, we effectively made our smallest possible dis-

placement equal to the smallest number that we can represent with a double precision

floating point number–this number is very small compared to the displacements we ac-

tually worked with in our calculations. This condition of measured displacements being

much larger than inherent diffusive step sizes is true for most experimental measurements

of single molecule diffusion on microtubules, which is perhaps why experimenters often

see diffusion coefficients distributions that resemble exponential distributions.

The table in Figure 5.23 shows the mean diffusion coefficient calculated directly from

each distribution of diffusion coefficients. The mean diffusion coefficients are all very close

to the experimental and simulated diffusion coefficient of 0.1µm2/s. The standard devi-

ation of the distributions and standard errors of the mean are also shown to get a sense

of what an experimenter would see if calculating these parameters, even though stan-

dard deviation and standard error of the mean do not make sense to use as uncertainty
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Figure 5.21: Simulations modeling Ben Lopez’s EB1 experimental conditions[40]. a.
Simulated particle positions over time. Because underlying EB1 step size is unknown,
we chose to simulate these particle positions by drawing one particle displacement
for each time step from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0 and a variance
given by the experimental diffusion coefficient of 0.001 µ2m/s. These displacements
were summed up cumulatively over the time steps to produce trajectories of particle
positions vs. time. b. Histograms of particle positions at particular times were
plotted to validate that the simulated process accurately represents diffusion. Values
of diffusion coefficients found from these histograms are given in the table in Figure
5.22. c. Simulated particle MSD vs. lag, calculated using a fully overlapping binning
scheme. d. Distributions of diffusion coefficients found by fitting lines to the MSD vs.
lag curves, and using lags from 0 to ND.

estimates of the mean diffusion coefficient for these non-Gaussian distributions.

The table in Figure 5.23 also shows the percentage of diffusion coefficients in each

distribution that were less than or equal to 0.001 µm2/s, the diffusion coefficient that
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Figure 5.22: Diffusion coefficients with their uncertainties, calculated from the his-
tograms of particle positions at particular times. The blue rows show diffusion coef-
ficients and their uncertainties calculated from Gaussian fits to the particle position
distributions. The green rows show diffusion coefficients found by directly calculating
the variance of the particle positions, with uncertainties propagated from standard
error of the variance.

Lopez measured for his deliberately immobilized EB1 molecules. These calculations show

that as ND increases, a significant portion of the distribution of diffusion coefficients could

appear as though they were static, simply due to the fact that the distributions include

a large number of low diffusion coefficients.

Figure 5.23: Diffusion coefficients from the EB1 modeling simulations, calculated by
taking the mean value of the distribution of diffusion coefficients. Standard error
of the mean of D as well as the standard deviation of D are shown for comparison,
although neither of these is a good measure of the uncertainty in the mean D because
the distributions of D are not Gaussian. In the final row, we show the percent of
diffusion coefficients from the distribution of diffusion coefficient which had a value
less than or equal to 0.001µ2m/s, the diffusion coefficient value that Lopez measured
for deliberately immobiliezd EB1 particles[40].

These findings support Lopez’s hesitancy to define a cutoff diffusion coefficient value
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to separate diffusing and static populations of EB1. Experimenters should also be careful

when labeling a particle as diffusing or static, as measurement noise and the fact that the

diffusion coefficients distributions do not show clear Gaussian peaks mean that particles

that are in fact diffusing could appear static. However, if an experimenter obtained a

diffusion coefficient distribution that was markedly different from any of the distribution

shapes shown here, then that could suggest anomalous diffusion.

5.4 Conclusions

The distribution of diffusion coefficients, even for a purely diffusive process with no

measurement noise, is not necessarily Gaussian, and may appear to have a shape reminis-

cent of a Gaussian, Gamma, chi-squared, lognormal, or exponential distribution. These

shapes do not indicate anomalous diffusion, or measurement problems. Because these

distributions often include a significant fraction of small diffusion coefficients, experi-

menters must use extreme caution in setting thresholds to determine whether a single

particle trajectory is diffusive or stationary based on its computed diffusion coefficient.

Experimenters should also take care when using diffusion coefficient to define “outlier”

particles, as some of the natural diffusion coefficient distribution shapes include long

tails with small numbers of large diffusion coefficients. Bayesian approaches are a useful

tool for determining whether a data set fits a particular diffusive model because they

do not require any prior assumptions of the distribution shape, and have been described

by Monnier in 2012[99], who also provides a MATLAB package for Bayesian diffusion

analysis at http://msd-bayes.org/.

For best estimates of the particle population diffusion coefficient, we recommend

avoiding calculating diffusion coefficients for single particle trajectories, and instead using

averaging methods, such as averaging all MSD vs time lag curves together before fitting a
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line, or obtaining a variance from the histograms of all particle displacements. Using the

latter method, confidence intervals on the diffusion coefficient can be found by calculating

the uncertainty on the variance. Michalet[98] has described obtaining uncertainty for

diffusion coefficient from the uncertainty in the line fit parameters of MSD vs. lag, and

provided a heuristic formula for determining the number of data points that should be

used in an MSD line fit.
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Conclusions and Future Directions

6.1 Summary

Our efforts have laid the groundwork for many transport experiments. We have con-

structed a sophisticated optical trapping setup capable of applying and measuring forces

with 2 pN accuracy, controlling sample motion with nm to micron precision over a wide

range of distances and speeds, and observing samples with both brightfield and TIRF mi-

croscopy. We have developed extensive software for controlling and calibrating all aspects

of the setup. We designed a new biomimetic droplet system that reproduces the surface

properties of biological cargoes, while exhibiting a modular and practical design that

can be adjusted to new purposes. We developed a new optical trapping force calibration

technique that greatly expands the usable radius of the trap, while reducing the tech-

nological requirements of the calibration. Finally, we explored and elucidated diffusion

measurements to help experimenters improve their reporting accuracy and interpretation

of diffusion data.
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6.2 Use of Biomimetic Cargoes in Collective Motor

Transport

Our biomiemtic cargoe system could be used in many ways to test fundamental ques-

tions about intracellular transport. With the addition of our new Fluctuations trap force

calibration method, the useful force range of an optical trap can be extended to be able

to apply and measure the high forces developed by groups of motor proteins.

By controlling the fraction of biotinylated lipids in the surface surface of our

biomimetic droplets, the fraction of kinesins that attach to the cargo can be tuned.

In this way plots of stall force vs. motor density, and velocity vs. force curves for varying

numbers of motors could be produced.These experiments would test our hypothesis that

fluid and rigid cargos have fundamentally different surface properties which affect the

dynamics of collective kinesin transport.

The surface properties of the cargoes could also be adjusted to be somewhere be-

tween completely rigid and completely fluid. Cargoes of intermediate rigidity may be a

better model for true biological cargoes, because biological membranes contain a diverse

collection of lipids and proteins, resulting in more complicated surface properties. These

cargoes could be used to investigate whether intermediate rigidity has a significant im-

pact on kinesin behavior and transport. Cholesterol is known to increase cell membrane

rigidity by inducing the formation of lipid rafts (lipids in a liquid-ordered phase[75].)

The lipid mobility of cargoes with incorporated cholesterol or other biological membrane

components can be measured using established techniques such as fluorescence recovery

after photobleaching (FRAP.) We expect that it would take some effort to develop and

characterize these intermediate cargoes

Our biomimetic cargo system could be used to study collective transport using other

molecular motors. MAPs could be added to the microtubules to investigate their effects
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on collective transport of fluid cargos. The behavior of multiple motors at microtubule

intersections when pulling fluid cargoes could also be investigated, similar to the inter-

section studies done by Vershinin[29] and Ross[38]. The cargoes could perhaps even be

injected into living cells as controlled test cargos for observing cellular transport in vivo.

Our cargoes could be used to test fundamental questions such as how cells determine

when a cargo has reached its destination, what mechanisms exist to regulate transport,

the ways in which transport can go wrong, and possibly ways it can be fixed.
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Appendix A

LabVIEW VIs

Below is a list of the main top-level vis that I used and created in order to run the optical

trapping setup. Most of these top level vis call numerous subvis that I wrote, most of

which have detailed documentation within them.

JoystickAndShutters JCW4

Author: JCW Allows the user to control laser shutters and camera mirror, and the to

run the large PILine M-686.D64 stage with a joystick. Use the shift key on the keyboard

to toggle the trap shutter.

CalibrateDiode5thOrderAOD2014 - PSDcalibration 3

Authors: NRG, BL, JCW This is the vi you would use to calibrate the nm/V values

of the PSD. This vi uses the AOD to sweep the trapping laser spot, which holds a

trapped bead, through the stationary detection laser spot; the diffracted light on the

PSD produces a voltage signal that is proportional to the bead’s displacement from the

center of the detection laser spot. This is done in two steps: first, FindCenterAndRadius

AOD MX is run, which sweeps the bead first from left to right, then from top to bottom,
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through the detection spot–this produces two (one for x direction, one for y direction)

PSD voltage (V) vs. AOD frequency (MHz) plots; the plots are fitted with a derivative-

of-a-Gaussian curve to find the center of the detection laser spot. The vi then adjusts the

AOD frequencies to move the trap with bead into that fitted center point (the predicted

center of the detection laser spot.) The main vi then raster scans the bead through an

array of x and y AOD positions–that is, it raster scans the bead through a 2D slice

of the detection laser spot in the laser’s radial direction. (The z height of the stage

and therefore the distance from the bead to the surface of the chamber is constant

throughout this whole procedure.) The vi then fits the 2D rastered data to produce two

values: the nm/V conversion factors in the x and y directions. These conversion factors

are conceptually equivalent to the slopes of the derivative-of-a-Gaussian fit curves in

the x and y directions. On 7/26/07, this was changed so that each axis uses it’s own

calibration value to compute sensitivity and NOT the average value. Also, global values

for the nm to EODv were added.NRG 9/2012 BL: Updated for AODs and current setup

1/6/2015 JCW: I switched the global inputs ”X MHz/nm” with ”Y MHz/nm” because

these calibration parameters follow the x as left-right convention, and I switched the

outputs ”X nm to PSDx V” with ”Y nm to PSDy V” so that the outputs will follow the

convention that x is the left-right direction on the camera.

Brightfield CameraControl

Author: Ben Lopez Runs the small PGR camera that we use for brightfield (USB

connection)

Cameras JCW 15

Author: JCW This vi runs both the small PGR CCD camera (with USB connection

to the computer) and the Andor EMCCD camera (connected through a PCI card, plugs
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into the back of the computer) at the same time. It controls a temperature loop to

appropriately cool the EMCCD camera, and allows acquisition and saving of images

from each camera. Andor Acquisition tab: User can change the camera settings by

typing numbers into the boxes, then clicking ”Set Acquistion Paramters”; parameters

will only change after acquisition is turned off and back on again. Use ”Number of

frames to save” combined with the acquisition type ”Acquire and save finite frames” to

save a finite number of images at a time. ”Approximate Andor Frame Time (s)” will

add a delay within the Andor acquisition loop to approximate a desired time for each

frame, but do not rely on this if you want to enforce a precise frame rate. If you need a

precise frame rate, use the Andor proprietary software to run the Andor camera. CCD

Acquisition tab: ”Approximate CCD Frame Time (s)” will add a delay within the Andor

acquisition loop to approximate a desired time for each frame, but do not rely on this

if you want to enforce a precise frame rate. The Transfer Andor ROI to CCD Camera

will take the Andor ROI (click on the Andor image to create an ROI) and transform it

to map it onto the CCD camera image. This is useful for, for example, trying to keep

track of the location of microtubules between TIRF and brightfield. To use this feature,

the transformation between cameras must be calibrated with the X Offset, Y Offset, X

Scale, and Y Scale values in the Andor tab. I recommend using a stuck bead slide, and

drawing a line ROI between two diagonally separated beads in TIRF (Andor camera)

then switch to brightfield (CCD camera) and first adjust the scale values so that the

line length is orrect, then adjust the offset values to translate the line to the correct

place so that the line stretches between the same two beads you saw in TIRF. This vi

does not control shutters or the camera mirror–be sure to use another vi to physically

switch the light path between cameras. The Andor Acquire button will collect Andor

images using the settings specified in the Andor tab. The Andor Snap button will take

a set of finite images using the specified settings. This allows you to turn on Andor
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Acquire with the continuous option without saving anything to look at something, then

hit the Andor Snap button to quickly save images. More notes on implementation and

limitations are written in comments in the vi. Read before operating: The user can chage

Number of pixels to bin BEFORE startup only. The user can change Exposure Time,

Gain, and Set Temperature by changing the values and then pressing the Set Acquisition

Parameters button. The user can change the values of Max frames to save and Number

of frames to save for each acquisition any time before acquiring. A set temperature of

-90 is recommended.

ConvertTDMS JCW

Author: JCW The user can input the file path of a TDMS file that includes the NI

proprietary RAW data encoding, and the vi creates a new file without the RAW data so

that the file can be read by another program like MATLAB.

DVE Control

Author: IntraAction Corp. This is a vi that was provided by IntraAction to interface

the AOD through labview. Use the Freq 1 values to adjust the x and y position of the

trapping laser, and the Amplitude values (5.00 mW max) to adjust the power of trapping

laser that goes through. Note that 5.00 mW on the AOD does not mean that 5.00 mW

of trapping laser power goes through. I calibrated the AOD amplitude to laser power

output separately.

EscapeExperiments17 JCW

Read before operating: WARNING: Running this VI will cause the PILiine stage to

reference itself using its reference switches. Make sure there is nothing that could get in

the way of the PILine stage.
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Note that this vi does not have a way to directly detect the state of the shutters and

mirrors, so the LEDs might not display the correct state on startup.

You can stop the vi with the F12 key on the keyboard.

You can toggle the Trap shutter using the Ctrl key on the keyboard.

You can stop the motion of the M686 Stage using the Shift key on the keyboard.

You can toggle data recording with the Enter key on the keyboard.

The arrow keys on the keyboard will move the M686 stage by the step size specified

in the M686 Stage tab, at the specified velocity.

Unfortunately, I am not able to scale the voltage data to convert it to units of nm

before streaming it to the disk, so the user must take note of the nm/V calibration factors

and scale the data later.

Overview: Author: Jamie Wilcox Created: 2016-7-6 Last Modified: 2016-7-13 This

vi controls: Brightfield Lamp shutter, Camera Mirror, Detection Laser shutter, Trapping

Laser shutter, Green Laser shutter, Blue Laser shutter, M686 PI Stage, DAQ sampling 13:

Changed vi so that new stage movements cannot be queued until the stage has stopped

moving. In other words, if the stage is moving and you press an arrow key, then the event

that would normally be triggered is ignored. 14: Added realtime data viewing. I chose

to separate data viewing and data saving. It may be possible to both stream and view at

the same time, but I do not know whether simultaneous viewing will affect the integrity

of the stream (RAM overload might cause some of the measured values to not record) I

had the option of adding the option to view the data while recording, but I decided that

what I will normally want to do is to either view the data for a brief period of time or

record the data, so I think splitting these functionalities is the best route at this time.

Note that you can convert the first two DAQ channels to nm when viewing, but you

CANNOT convert when saving. This conversion must be done later in post processing

of the data. I do not allow the user to turn recording on while viewing, and vice versa.
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This is because doing so would create a channel conflict. It may be possible to set it up

so you can record while viewing, but I do not need to do this and I believe it would be

tricky. 16: Added PI517 Stage control 17: Replaced InitConfigM686Stage 2 JCW with

InitConfigM686Stage 2 JCW 2 because I seem to have a slightly different PI library than

I did before, and I just needed to adjust the inputs to one function in that vi.

FindSurfaceHeightAndMove JW

This is my modified version of setting a bead’s height to a certain distance above the

chamber surface (coverslip.) It moves the P-517.3CD stage in its z axis before running

the surface-finding algorithm to prevent the stage drifting further and further towards

its max value when this vi is used multiple times. That is, it resets the starting z value

to 0 each time to avoid getting the stage into a position where it can’t complete the

commanded moves.

FindSurfaceHeightandMovePSD MX

Comments: Modified by MTV 05/2007 to update to DAQ-MX. Use this program to

specify the height of a trapped bead above the coverglass surface. This program moves

the stage in in z, and records the PSD sum voltage during the move, and plots the signal.

PowerSpectrumJCW2 2

Authors: BL, JCW This vi acquires PSD voltage data, converts the voltages to

nm using the V/nm conversion factors found with CalibrateDiode5thOrderAOD2014 -

PSDcalibration 3, saves the data, and displays x and y power spectra of the data. The

data saved is raw PSD data, and the power spectra displayed in the GUI are NOT saved.

There could potentially be a slight delay between the acquisition of different ”averages”
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(different chunks of data) so be sure to use the same number of samples for each average

or chunk when you average the data and calculate the power spectra later.

StreamDAQ JCW 1

This vi saves data from the PSD at a specified sample rate continuously, streaming

the data to disk. It uses labview’s proprietary TDMS RAW data format but can be

converted to plain TDMS using ConvertTDMS JCW. I used this for collecting overnight

PSD measurements when testing the integrity of the trapping laser.

StokesDrag7JW

This vi performs Stokes Drag experiments–it sweeps the stage and its fluid past a

trapped bead and records the bead’s displacement from the stationary trap center (which

should be calibrated to exactly overlap the detection laser center). The measurement uses

the PSD voltages and V/nm calibration factors to determine the bead’s displacement.

This version only moves the stage at one velocity, but it does multiple trials at the same

velocity. In StokesDrag4 I added a loop that does both the positive and negative of one

velocity, one after another. This causes the bead to not have to move to its starting

position after each run, and saves time. In StokesDrag5 I am using the input Time to

collect data after moving stage (s) to determine how far to move the stage. The movement

will always start at the same initial position, but the final position will depend on how

much time’s worth of data the user wants to collect and the stage velocity. The user

must not input an amount of time to collect data that causes the final distance to be

greater than the stage range. The user must also not put in a negative value for the

start position. I also changed the ’microns to move z-axis’ parameter to ’microns to

move z-axis per microns to move x-axis.’ The new input parameter is the number of

microns that the stage should move in the z-direction for every micron moved in the x
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direction. Changing this parameter means that the parameter stays the same regardless

of how many microns the stage will move during the run. (Previously I had to change

the microns to move z-axis parameter every time I changed the final distance moved.)

In StokesDrag6 I replaced MV STAGE RECORD PSD 3 with –4. This change makes

movement in the y direction work. StokesDrag7–I now calculate the amount of time that

the stage can move at a given velocity. The stage can only move 100 microns. Before, I

had to make sure that the amount of time I asked the vi to move for was short enough so

that the stage wouldn’t run out of space at that velocity. I don’t have to worry about that

anymore. The input, ’Max time to collect data after moving stage (s)’ sets a maximum

amount of time to collect data after the stage moves. If this user’s max amount of time

is shorter than the calculated amout of time that the stage is able to move at the given

velocity, then the vi will use the user’s value; if the user puts in an amount of time that

is longer than the stage is able to move for, then the vi defaults to the amount of time

the stage can move according to its range of 100 microns.

SelectShutters1 JCW

The function of this vi is to allow the user to individually move the shutters and the

camera mirror, which are all controlled through the DAQ’s binary input/output array.

PIStageSimpleMoveJW

A very simple vi to send velocity and absolute position commands to the P-517.3CD

stage.

Raw PSD MX - saving data JCW

Authors: BL, JCW This vi is used for watching the PSD signals through the DAQ in

realtime. It shows the data in plots, dials, and as decimal values. Contrary to its name,
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it does not actually have the capability to save any data.

TestStageVelocityAccuracy3

Moves the stage and tracks a stuck bead; saves bead position data. This vi was used

to test the accuracy of the stage by commanding the stage to move at a constant velocity

and recording the position of a stuck bead.

TestStageVelocityAccuracyUsingStageControllerVis2 M686

This vi was used to test stage accuracy by commanding the stage to move at a

constant velocity and recording the stage position measured by the stage’s own sensor.
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Appendix B

Log-Log Plots of Mean Squared

Displacements

One technique that is sometimes used to check whether a particle trajectory is diffusive

is to plot the MSD vs. lag data on a log-log scale–if the MSD and lag data have a

linear relationship, then they will appear as lines with a slope of 1 on the log-log plot.

If the MSD vs. lag have a different power relationship, then the log-log plot allows the

experimenter to easily observe the power by eye from the slope of the curve on the log-log

plot. It is important to note, however, that small amounts of purely diffusive MSD vs.

lag data will not appear linear, as shown in the plots below.
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Figure B.1: MSD vs. lag data for 1024 simulated trajectories with 1025 time steps
each, using the fully overlapping binning scheme to calculate MSD. a. MSD trajecto-
ries vs. lag. Only 100 trajectories out of the 1024 simulated trajectories are plotted
for visualization. b. mean of all 1024 MSD vs. lag trajectories. The plot of mean
MSD is very linear except at very large lags.
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Figure B.2: The same data as shown in Figure B.1, plotted on a log-log scale. (1024
simulated trajectories with 1025 time steps each, using the fully overlapping binning
scheme to calculate MSD.) a. 100 of the 1024 MSD trajectories are plotted for vi-
sualization. b. mean of all 1024 MSD trajectories. Again, mean MSD is very linear
except at very large lags. It would be a mistake to look at one of the individual
trajectories in a. and label it “non-diffusive at high lags”—although the trajectories
become nonlinear at high lags, this is a normal result of the stochastic process, and
not an indicator of anomalous diffusion.
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Figure B.3: Mean MSD on a log-log scale, averaged over varying numbers of trajecto-
ries. 1024 particle trajectories were simulated with 1025 time steps each, and the fully
overlapping binning scheme was used to calculate MSD. 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1000
MSD trajectories were uniformly sampled from the population of 1024 trajectories,
and averaged together to produce the mean MSD vs. lag curves shown. Figures a–e
differ only in the particular trajectories that were sampled and averaged together,
and were produced by giving different seeds to the random number generator before
trajectories were sampled. The plots a–e show the wide variability in mean MSD
shapes that can appear when averaging few MSD trajectories together. The mean
MSD curves appear to become reliably linear when 100 trajectories (each with 1025
time steps) are averaged together; in other words, the mean MSD curves require on
the order of 10 000 particle position data points before their averaged MSD vs. lag
curve appears linear.
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Figure B.4: a. The differentials of MSD vs. lag (numerical derivative–(yi+1yi) /
(xi+1xi), where y is MSD and x is lag.) of MSD vs. lag trajectories. Differentials
are a rough measure of local slope. a. Differentials of 100 MSD vs. lag trajectories.
Although individual MSD trajectories can vary widely in slope, the population of
curves is centered on a differential of 1. The amount of variation increases with
increasing lag. b. Differentials of the mean of 1024 MSD trajectories (all 1024 MSD
trajectories were averaged first, then the differentials of that averaged curve were
calculated.) Differentials of mean MSD are close to 1, but vary more as lag increases.
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